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ABSTRACT

Liu, Qi. Ph.D. Purdue University, August 2014. Development of nano-structured metal
oxides/graphene for energy applications. Major Professors: Jian Xie and Steven Son,
School of Mechanical Engineering.
Six parts consist of my dissertation work centered on the investigation of V2O5 and
LiFePO4 as the cathode materials for Li-ion batteries. The first part is about the
investigation of structure evolution of vanadium oxide (V2O5) nanocrystals during the Li+
ion intercalation and deintercalation processes using in operando high-energy x-ray
diffraction (HEXRD) and in operando x-ray adsorption near edge spectroscopy
(XANES). The HEXRD results clearly show that V2O5 undergoes phase transformations
during the first Li+ ion intercalation (i.e. discharge) process. The analysis of the XANES
data suggests that the average oxidation state of vanadium in fully charged V2O5
nanocrystals decreases to less than +5 after the first four cycles. The combined results of
the unchanged crystal structure (HEXRD) and the decreased oxidation state (XANES)
lead to the conclusion that some of the Li+ ions are trapped within the V2O5 framework
and the V2O5 exists as Li0.18V2O5 instead of pure V2O5 after the first four cycles, while
the trapped Li+ ion may increase the stability of V2O5 framework. The second part is
about development of novel method of incorporating graphene sheets into V2O5
nanoribbons via the so-gel process. The graphene modified nanostructured V2O5 Hybrid
has been developed with extraordinary electrochemical performance, 438 mAh/g, almost
achieving the theoretical specific capacity, 443 mAh/g, with only 2% graphene in the
composite. An in operando high energy synchrotron XRD revealed that such performance
is the result of the enhanced thermal stability of the V2O5 xerogel. The graphene sheets
help to preserve the V2O5 xerogel structure and keep the xerogel from collapsing by

xvii
maintaining 0.3 water molecules per V2O5 (water molecules serve as a pillar between the
V2O5 layers) during the annealing process. The AC impedance indicates that the electric
conduction, vanadium redox reaction, and Li+ diffusion in the graphene modified
nanostructured V2O5 hybrid have been greatly improved, resulting in a significant
improvement on rate performance and cycle life. This method provides a new avenue to
create nanostructured metal oxide/graphene hybrid with improved properties, as long as
they can be synthesized via the sol-gel process or by a reaction in solutions.
The third part is about the investigation of Li-ion insertion/deinsertion behavior of
LiFePO4 cathodes in commercial 18650 LiFePO4 cells. In this study, we have performed
operando synchrotron high-energy x-ray diffraction (XRD) to obtain non-intrusive, realtime monitoring of the dynamic chemical and structural changes in commercial 18650
LiFePO4/C cells under realistic cycling conditions.

The results indicate a non-

equilibrium lithium insertion and extraction in the LiFePO4 cathode, with neither the
LiFePO4 phase nor the FePO4 phase maintaining a static composition during lithium
insertion/extraction. Based on our observations, we propose that the LiFePO4 cathode
simultaneously experiences both a two-phase reaction mechanism and a dual-phase solidsolution reaction mechanism over the entire range of the flat voltage plateau, with this
dual-phase solid-solution behavior being strongly dependent on charge/discharge rates.
The proposed dual-phase solid-solution mechanism can explain the remarkable rate
capability of LiFePO4 in commercial cells. The fourth part of the dissertation is about the
study of the capacity fade mechanism of the commercial LiFePO4 18650 cells via in-situ
high energy synchrotron X-ray Diffraction techniques. It was found that that loss of
active lithium source from the system was primary source of capacity fading for
commercial cells. In depth analysis of in operando microstructure evolution during 2500th
cycle times (80% capacity) showed that the physical deterioration of both LiFePO4
cathode and graphite anode didn’t occur during long-term cycling at 1C rate. However,
the solid-solution behavior will decline with the long-term cycling.
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The fifth part is about the development of a new synchrotron-based in-situ X-ray
near-edge adsorption spectroscopy (XANES) to study the evolution of the vanadium ion
valence state of both the positive and negative electrolytes in the all vanadium redox flow
battery (VRB) under realistic cycling conditions. The results indicate that using the
common widely used charge-discharge profile during the 1st charge process (charging the
VRB to 1.65 V under a constant current density), the vanadium ion valence is far from
V(V) and V(II) in positive electrode and negative electrode, respectively. And the state of
charge (SOC) is only about 82%, which is far from 100% SOC. Such charged mix
electrolytes can not only waste part of the electrolytes but also significantly decrease the
cell performance in the following cycles. Based on our observations, we proposed a new
designed charge-discharge profile and an almost 100% SOC is achieved after initial
charge process. Consequently, the columbic efficiency (CC) and energy efficiency (EC)
in the following cycles are higher than that obtained from the conventional chargedischarge profile (1.5% higher of CC and 2.5% higher of EC). Such proposed new
charge-discharge profile can increase the charge capacity to the theoretical value and
achieve the full utilization of electrolytes, and thus significantly reduces the cost of
electrolytes of all VRB.
The sixth part of my dissertation work is focused on the storing hydrogen using
enhanced physical adsorption through polarizing hydrogen molecules”, hydrogen storage
would be achieved using a high electric field to polarize the hydrogen molecules and
enhance the hydrogen adsorption over sorbents. To prove this concept, the hydrogen
molecule adsorption under the high electric field has been measured.
Key Words: Li-ion batteries, lithium iron phosphate, vanadium pentoxide,
synchrotron, all vanadium redox flow battery, hydrogen storage
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
The commercial Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) were first introduced by SONY in
1992. After that the demand for higher specific capacity and specific energy LIBs has
been increased with the advance of portable electronics (i.e. cellphones, I-pad, etc.) and
the transportation (i.e. electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)). Most
of research and development of cathode materials for rechargeable LIBs have been
focused on lithium insertion compounds with either layered, spinel or olivine structure.
Among all the layered cathode materials, crystalline V2O5 or amorphous V2O5 xerogel
have the theoretical capacity of 443 mAh/g and have attracted much attention as a
promising cathode material for LIBs. For crystalline V2O5, the deep discharge leads to
irreversible phase transitions. When 2 Li+ ions are inserted, the vanadium oxides remain
in γ-phase permanently. And irreversible formation of the ω-phase emerges when the
third lithium ion is inserted into the V2O5 layers. Generally speaking, the process of
lithium ion insertion/deinsertion into/out of the crystalline V2O5 is still not fully
understood at this moment, and understanding of this process will undoubtedly be crucial
to improving the cycle life of crystalline V2O5 and to approaching an attractive
theoretical specific capacity.
Importantly, the high theoretical specific capacity/energy of both crystalline V2O5
and V2O5 xerogel have not been reached in practical LIBs applications because of low
electrical conduction and slow lithium-ion diffusion of V2O5. Compared to crystalline
(orthorhombic) V2O5, amorphous V2O5 xerogel offers a considerable advantage by virtue
of its morphology. However, for amorphous V2O5 xerogel, the same challenges of low
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electrical conduction, slow lithium diffusion and structure stability/reversibility, still
remain. Efforts have been made to improve the conductivity by coating the V2O5 with
conducting materials. However, these methods can only improve the V2O5 only to a
certain degree and none of them can significantly improve the structural stability and
reversibility. And a comprehensive approach is needed to improve the electrical
performance of V2O5.
Among all the cathode materials, another important cathode material LiFePO4
with the olivine-structure, have been widely studied as a promising cathode materials for
LIBs. Compared with the expensive LiCoO2, the LiFePO4 can reduce the cathode cost to
10% of the battery cost. Meanwhile, LiFePO4 is environmental friendly. Without a doubt,
the development of LiFePO4 will have a significant impact on the electrochemical energy
storage. The theoretical capacity of LiFePO4 cathode can be as high as 170 mAhg-1. But
the development to this material is significantly hindered by its low intrinsic electronic
conductivity. The conductivity of LiFePO4 could be improved via different approaches
like coating the particles with carbon, doping with supervalent cations, reduction of
particle size, tailoring the morphology/texture of the particle et al. Consequently, the
performance of LiFePO4 has been significantly improved. Based on these improvements,
the LiFePO4/C LIBs cells with excellent cycle life have been successfully put into the
market. However, although the performance of LiFePO4 have been greatly improved, the
underlying mechanism of lithium ion insertion./deinsertion in LiFePO4 cathode is still not
clearly understood, so is the capacity fade mechanism of LiFePO4 during normal cycling
process. Understanding of lithium insertion/deinsertion mechanism and capacity fade
mechanism of LiFePO4 will maximize the impact on practical battery design.
Meanwhile, in this work, part of my extra work will be focused on investigation
of state of charge of electrolytes for all vanadium redox flow battery (VRB) application.
Redox flow batteries have been considered as one of the most promising large-scale
intermittently renewable energy storage technologies. Among the many reported RFBs,
the VRB displays excellent electrochemical activity and reversibility. Unlike other redox
flow batteries, a VRB uses the V2+/V3+ redox couple in the negative half-cell and
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VO2+/VO+ redox couple in the positive half-cell, which significantly eliminates the crosscontamination effect between the electrolytes through the membrane. And so far, the
VRB has the most promising potential to reach commercial fruition. However, in order to
develop new electrolyte solutions for the next generation of VRB with low cost and
higher energy, as well as longer cycling life and better safety characteristics, the in-depth
understanding of the relationship between the oxidation state /local structure changes of
the electrolytes and electrochemical performance is critical important. Therefore, the
spectroscopic techniques to monitor and to study the local structure changes of the
electrolytes during electrochemical cycling in situ are needed.
Part of the other extra work will be focused on “Storing hydrogen using enhanced
physical adsorption through polarizing hydrogen molecules”. In this work, hydrogen
storage will be achieved using a high electric field to polarize the hydrogen molecules
and enhance the hydrogen adsorption over sorbents. To prove this concept the hydrogen
molecule adsorption under the high electric field will be measured and studied.

1.2 Objectives
The objective of the current work mainly includes new cathode materials
development and in-depth investigation of process-structure-property relationship in Liion batteries as well as all vanadium redox flow batteries using in situ (operando)
synchrotron techniques and existing tools. The detailed objectives are shown in the
following:


Study of structural evolution of V2O5 nanocrystals during electrochemical cycling
using in situ synchrotron techniques.



New cathode material development: Graphene modified nanostructured V2O5
hybrids with extraordinary electrochemical performance for Li-ion batteries.
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Study of Li ion insertion/deinsertion behavior of LiFePO4 in a commercial A123
18650 cell using in situ synchrotron X-ray techniques (X-ray diffraction and Xray adsorption near edge spectroscopy).



In-depth investigation of capacity fade mechanism of LiFePO4 in a commercial
A123 18650 cell during different cycling conditions (normal cycle).



In situ XANES Investigation of state of charge of all vanadium redox flow battery
application.
The objective of the current work also includes “storing hydrogen using enhanced

physical adsorption through polarizing hydrogen molecules”. The detailed objectives
could be shown in the following:


To synthesize the high performance hydrogen absorbent including Nitro-CuMOFs, carbon nanotubes, steam etched carbon blacks et al, and the CO2 or H2
uptake captivity, in terms of weight ratio, will be studied.

1.3 Systems of Interest and Approach
To achieve these objectives, the V2O5 nanocrystals or graphene modified V2O5
hybrid will be synthesized by varying different synthesized conditions. But for the
LiFePO4 project, all the study will be focused on the study of the commercial 18650 cells
(APR18650M, 1.1Ah, A123 Systems) with a graphite anode, a LiFePO4 cathode, and a
1.20 M LiPF6 in EC: EMC electrolyte. Importantly, all cells used in the experiment are
from the same batch which ensures that all materials and manufacturing condition are the
same. No special modification was needed for the 18650 cells before characterization.
Characterization tools include Powder X-ray diffraction, high resolution
transmission electron microscopy, Cryogenic Temperature TEM, nitrogen adsorption-
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desorption,

Thermo-gravimetry

analysis

(TGA)

and

differential

scanning

calorimetry(DSC), in situ time-resolved high-energy X-ray diffraction at beam line 11-IDC and in situ X-ray near edge spectroscopy at beamline 20-BM, Advanced Photon Source
(APS), Argonne National Lab.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction of Lithium-ion Batteries
A lithium-ion battery (LIB) is a kind of rechargeable battery in which the
intercalated lithium compounds are always used as the electrode materials and a chemical
called an electrolyte between them. During the discharge process, the lithium ions
transfer across the electrolyte and move from the negative electrode to the positive
electrode while they will move back during charge process, with the concomitant
oxidation and reduction process occurring at two electrodes[1].
For example, in a typical LiFeO4/C Li-ion battery as shown in the Figure 2.1, the
olivine-structured LiFeO4 that connected to the alumina foil (current collectors) is served
as the cathode, while graphite that connected to the copper foil is served as the anode.
The anode and cathode materials are separated by the polymer membrane[2]. During the
charging process, the Li+ is released form cathode materials (LiFePO4) and inserts into
the graphite layers via electrolyte; while during the discharge process, the Li+ deinserts
from the graphite layers and insert into the cathode materials. The completely reversible
process could be written as the following:
LiFePO4↔FePO4 + Li+ +e- (cathode side)
6Li+ +e-+ C↔LiC6 (anode side)
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Figurre 2.1. Schem
matic of work
king principple of LiFePO
O4/C Li-ion batteries.

Recen
ntly, the rech
hargeable baatteries have largely repllaced the prim
mary cells ddue to
th
he fact that they can sav
ve resource and reduce pollution[33]. And com
mpared with other
kind of seco
ondary batteeries like leead-acid, N
Ni-MH and Ni-Cd batteeries, the L
Li-ion
batteries own
n a lot of adv
vantages:
1) Liight weight.. For exam
mple, to storre the samee amount oof energy thhat 6
kilogram lead--acid can sto
ore, just 1 killogram LIBss can meet thhe requirement.
2) Hiigh capacity
y and superior energy ddensity: For the LIBs, thhe electrodees are
made of lightw
weight lithiu
um and carboon.
3) Du
urability: Hundreds
H
or even thoussands of chaarge/discharrge cycle caan be
acchieved by th
he LIBs. Alsso, the chargge lost by LIB
Bs is very loow.
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4) No memory effect: LIBs don’t need to be discharged completely.
5) Flexible design.
Undoubtedly, all the above outstanding characteristics will accelerate the
prevailingly application of LIBs[4]. The LIBs are now widely used in portable electronic
devices like mobile phone, labtops and camera. At the same time, their application has
also been extended to other fields like hybrid electric vehicles, space application, et al.

2.2 V2O5 as Cathode Materials for LIBs
The limitation of the commercial cathode materials has inspired a lot of research
activity for cathode material for Lithium ion batteries. Among all kinds of the promising
cathode materials, V2O5 owns a lot of advantages of being cheap, easy to synthesize, and
having high energy densities and, consequently, has attracted much interest[5].

2.2.1 Structure of V2O5 Crystal and V2O5 Xerogel
Vanadium oxides normally occur in the form of VO, V2O3, VO2 and V2O5 as
single valence in oxidation state from V2+ to V5+. Among all kinds of vanadium oxides,
V2O5 is the saturated oxide and it is also most stable one in the V-O system[6]. A
crystalline V2O5 owns an orthorhombic unit cell structure which belongs to the Pmnm
space group with the lattice parameters: a=11.510 Å, b=3.563 Å, and c=4.369 Å[7]. As it
can be seen in the Figure 2.2, the polyhedral share edges to form (V2O4)n zigzag double
chains along the (001) direction and are cross linked along (100) through shared corners.
The distorted polyhedra have a short (1.58 Å) vanadyl bond, [VO]2+, and four O atoms
located in the basal plane at distances ranging from 1.78 to 2.02 Å. The sixth O atom in
the coordination polyhedron lies along the vertical axis opposite to the V-O bond at a
distance of 2.79 Å[8].
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Figure 2.2. Peerspective viiews of two layers of V2 O5. V atomss are represeented as greyy ball,
O atoms as red
d balls. Weaak van der W
Walls are omittted for clariity[8].

Figure 2.3. Double-layeer Bipyramidd structure oof V2O5 xerogel.
By passsing a sodiu
um vanadatee solution ddown an aciddified ion-exxchange collumn,
he orange hy
ydrogel “HxV2O5·nH2O”” can be obttained[9]. Drrying the V2O5 hydrogeel and
th
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removing the water, will result in ribbon-like vanadium xerogel[9]. As it can be seen in
Figure 2.3, the V2O5 xerogel consist of distorted, square-based pyramids with four basal
and one apical oxygens[10]. Compared with the crystalline V2O5, the V2O5 xerogel owns
sheets comprised of two vanadium oxide layers, with all the vanadyl bonds on the outside
leading to a distorted octahedral coordination around the lithium instead of the square
pyramidal coordination found in the crystalline V2O5.

2.2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of V2O5 as Cathode Material in LIBs
Due to its rich and diverse chemistry, V2O5 is an excellent catalyst. V2O5 has a
variety of vanadium oxidation states ranging from V2+ to V5+ and oxygen coordination
geometries. Also due to its layered structure, V2O5 is a promising material for energy
storage systems and has a high ionic storage capacity. As it can be seen in the Figure 2.4,
among those commonly used cathode material, vanadium pentoxide has the theoretical
capacity of 443 mAh/g and specific energy 1218 mWh/g (assuming nominal 2.75V
discharge voltage).
However, this high specific capacity/energy has not been realized in the practical
LIB application because of those obvious disadvantages:
1) Low electrical conduction;
2) Slow lithium ion diffusion within V2O5;
3) Irreversible phase transitions upon deep discharge.
For V2O5 xerogel, the reduced layer-layer interaction is responsible for ability of
V2O5 xerogels to reversibly expand upon intercalation, which causes the insertion process
to be more reversible compared with V2O5 crystals. However, even for the amorphous
V2O5 xerogel, the same challenges, low electrical conduction (both intra-particle (within a
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V2O5 particle) and inter-particle (between V2O5 particles)), slow lithium diffusion and the
structure stability/reversibility, still remain[10].

NCA: LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2

1800

Wh/kg

1500

V2O5 ARG

NMC: LiNi1/3Co1/3Mn1/3O2
XRG: xerogel
ARG: Aerogel

V2O5 XRG
V2O5

1200
900
NCA

600

LiCoO2

NMC

LiFePO4
LiMn2O4

300
0
Figure 2.4. Energy densities for different cathode materials in lithium ion batteries.

2.2.3 Lithium Insertion/deinsertion Mechanism of Vanadium Oxides in LIBs
Vanadium pentoxide, V2O5, is one of earliest studies oxides and has been
investigated for 30 years[11]. The room temperature lithium intercalation in V2O5 was
first reported by Whittingham et al. in 1976 [12]. During the initial lithium insertion
process, the vanadium pentoxide involved structural from α-phase, ε-phase, δ-phase, γphase to ω-phase as it can be seen in Figure 2.5[10].
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Figure 2.5. Electrochem
E
mical lithium
m intercalatioon into V2O5 showing the evolutioon of
ph
hases with degree
d
of lith
hium intercallation and thhe cycling off ω-phase[133].
The α-p
phase is obseerved for x<0
0.1, ε-phase is observed at 0.35<x<00.7 while δ-pphase
iss observed at
a x=1. As itt can be seen
n in the Fig .2.6, in the α-, ε-, and δδ-phases thee VO5
sq
quare pyram
mids that maake up the sttructure of V2O5 are arrranged in roows that havve the
ap
pexes ordereed up, up, down,
d
which
h is almost the same ass that of iniitial V2O5 pphase.
When
W
x>1, th
he highly pu
uckered γ-p
phase is form
med and it iis irreversible, which caan be
cy
ycled in thee ranged fro
om x=0 to x=2.
x
In the contrast, thhe VO5 squaare pyramidds are
orrganized up,, down, up, down.
d
Whille if more thhan one lithiuum ion is diischarged, a rocksaalt structure,, ω-phase (ω
ω-Li3V2O5), is
i formed. T
The ω-materiial has a tetrragonal struccture,
which
w
on exteended cyclin
ng becomes a simple roccked-salt stru
ructure with a=4.1 Å witth the
fo
ormula Li0.6V0.4O[10].
Compaared with thee crystalline V2O5, the am
morphous V2O5 will react with lithiuum in
a single conttinuous disch
harge curvee, but will ggive a muchh higher cappacity. How
wever,
co
onsidering the reaction
n between lithium annd the watter in V2O5·nH2O xerrogel,
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V2O5·nH2O xerogel
x
may suffer from poor cyclingg life compaared with cryystalline V2O5.

Figure 2.6. (aa) Structure of
o V2O5 sho
owing the squuare pyramiids sharing eedges of the basal
planes; (b) Schematic strructure of α-, ε-, and δ--phases of L
LixV2O5 andd initial V2O5; (c)
Schematic strructure of γ-p
phase of LixV2O5.
In all,, though thee performancce of V2O5 have been ggreatly increeased in thee past
seeveral years, the V2O5 application
a
in
i practical LIBs was sstill limited bby several iissues
liike low electtrical conducction, slow lithium
l
diffuusion, irreveersible phasee transitions upon
deep discharg
ge, poor rate capability and
a limited loong-term cyycleability.

2.3
2 LiFePO
O4 as Cathodee Material foor LIBs
Recen
ntly, Lithium
m transition-metal (orthoo) phosphatees have attraacted attention as
wer toxicity, lower costt and
potential Li-iion battery cathode maaterials due to their low
better chemiccal and therm
mal stability
y, when com
mpared to thhe currently used LiCoO
O2. In
1997, Gooden
nough and coworkers
c
id
dentified lithhium iron phhosphate (LiF
FePO4) and other
ph
hospho-olivines (lithiu
um metal phosphates with olivvine structuure) as catthode
materials[14]
m
. Because of
o its low cost,
c
non-toxicity, the high abundance of ironn, its
ex
xcellent therrmal stability
y, safety chaaracteristics,, good electrrochemical pperformancee, and
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high specific capacity (170 mAh/g, or 610 C/g) it gained some market acceptance.
Chiang and his group at MIT reported that a dramatic improvement in the performance of
lithium batteries has been obtained boosting the material’s conductivity by doping it with
aluminum, niobium and zirconium [12]. The exact mechanism causing the increase
became the subject of a heated debate. In 2004, Chiang again reported that an increased
performance by utilizing iron-phosphate particles of less than 100 nanometers in diameter
[13]. This decreased particle density by almost one hundredfold, increased the cathode’s
surface area and improved capacity and performance. Indeed, LiFePO4 has been
extensively investigated, and is now present in commercial cells for high power, and
large format applications.

2.3.1 Crystal Structure of LiFePO4
LiFePO4 has been considered as one of the most promising cathode materials for
Li-ion batteries due to its high safety, energy density, long cycle life, low toxicity and
low cost.

Its excellent performance is due to the structure.

The LiFePO4 has an

orthorhombic olivine-type structure (space group Pnma) with the oxygen atoms arranged
in a slightly distorted, hexagonal close-packed arrangement[15]. The framework of
LiFePO4 is made of FeO6-octahedra and PO4-tetrahedra, during which the lithium and
iron atoms occupy tetrahedral sites, while P atoms occupy tetrahedral sites. The FeO6octahedra are linked through common corners in the bc-plane and the LiO6-octahedra
form edge-sharing chains in the b-direction. One FeO6-octahedron has common edges
with two LiO6-octahedra. PO4-groups share one edge with a FeO6-octahedron and two
edges with LiO6-octahedra as it can be seen in Figure 2.7(a)[14]. Importantly, LiFePO4
can be dynamically and thermodynamically stable even above 200 ˚C due to the strong PO covalent bond which forms the 3D delocalizating chemical bond.
Compared with the structure of LiFePO4, FePO4 is supposed to have almost the
same crystal structure with LiFePO4 as it can be seen in Figure 2.7 (b)[14]. The small
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difference in these two compounds results in oonly slight vvolume chaange, resultinng in
gnificant crysstal structuree damage duuring the chaarge/dischargge process[16].
allmost no sig

Figure
F
2.7. Crystal
C
structtures of (a) L
LiFePO4 andd (b) FePO4[[14].

2.3.2 Advantages
A
oof LiFePO4-bbased LIBs
LiCoO
O2 has been chosen as th
he first cathoode material since 1990. Since then, other
caathode mateerials like LiNiO2, LiMn
n2O4, LiNi0.88Co0.2O2, LiN
N1/3Co1/3Mnn1/3O2, LiFeP
PO4 et
all. have beeen discovered and dev
veloped[17].. Though eeach of theem has its own
ch
haracteristic as it can been
b
seen in
n Table 2.1, Iron-based LiFePO4 LIIBs own a llot of
ad
dvantages ass[2]:
1) Lo
ow cost and toxicity: The Fe is abunndant, inexpeensive and leess toxic thann Co,
Nii, or Mn. Siince the cosst is not verry high, theyy can be used for varieety of
ap
pplications.
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2) High stability: The unique olivine structure of LiFePO4 can assure an
excellent stability. Even during excessive discharge to 0 V, there is no damage
to the LiFePO4 cathode.
3) High specific capacity: The theoretical capacity of LiFePO4 could be as high
as 170 mAh/g.
4) Good performance: Excellent performance has been observed even at high
temperatures as 65~95 ˚C.
5) Excellent life cycles: The LiFePO4-based LIBs always show excellent life
cycles, for example, even after 500 cycles, they can still deliver a discharge
capacity to be above 95 %.
Table 2.1. The comparison with various LIBs.
Cathode

Potential

Density

Specific capacity

Specific energy

(V)

(g/cm3)

(mAh/g)

(Wh/g)

LiFePO4

3.5

3.6

169

0.59

LiMn2O4

4.05

4.31

148

0.56

LiCoO2

3.90

5.10

274

0.98

LiNi0.8Co0.2O2

3.6

4.85

274

0.98

In all, though a typical LiFePO4 battery shares many advantages and
disadvantages with other Li-ion batteries, yet there are still many differences.
Importantly, the LFP battery will offer a longer cycle life than other lithium-ion batteries,
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while the LiFeO4 will experience a much slower rate of capacity loss than other Li-ion
batteries such as LiCoO2 and LiMn2O2. Meanwhile, the LFP batteries own much better
thermal and chemical stability, which significantly improve the battery safety. Based on
these advantages, their application has also been extended to those promising fields like
hybrid electric vehicles, space application, et al.

2.3.3 Synthesis Methods of LiFePO4 Cathode
Despite the above mentioned advantages, the olivine LiFePO4 has also the severe
disadvantages of very low intrinsic electronic and ionic conductivity. As a result, the
observed electrochemical performances of LiFePO4 are always found to be less
impressive at high rates. On the other hand, the low intrinsic electronic and ionic
conductivity of this material will significantly impede its application as high-rate
batteries. However, the performance of LiFePO4 could be significantly improved by
various methods during synthesis such as carbon coating on the surface of LiFePO4,
doping of transition metal to increase the electronic conductivity and reducing the particle
size to shorten the Li ion diffusion distance.
So far, a lot of work has been done to synthesize LiFePO4 cathode materials[2].
The high temperature solid state reaction method is one of most widely used methods to
synthesize the LiFePO4. In a typical solid state method, the lithium salt, carbon source
and precursor salt are mixed in a desired ratio initially. After that, the mixtures are firstly
thermally treated at a lower temperature around (300 ~ 400 ˚C), then the mixtures was
annealed at a much higher temperature (500 ~ 800 ˚C) to form crystalline LiFePO4/C.
Finally, the product was cooled, ground and sieved for use. Other reported synthesis
methods include co-precipitation method, sol-gel method, hydrothermal method,
carbothermal method, microwave synthesis method, high energy ball mill method, et
al[18].
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2.3.4
4 Li-insertio
on/deinsertioon Models foor LiFePO4 C
Cathode
Thoug
gh the performance of LiFePO
L
s been greatlly increasedd recently, thhe Li4 has
in
nsertion/dein
nsertion proccess still rem
mains not fuully understoood for LiFeePO4. In ordder to
un
nderstand th
he Li insertio
on/deinsertio
on process, many experriments havee been perfoormed
an
nd several Li
L insertion//deinsertion models for LiFePO4 ccathode havee been propposed.
The
T “core-shell” model was
w firstly proposed
p
byy Padhi et all as it can bbe seen in F
Figure
2.8[14]. This model show
ws a radius--dependent pprocess in w
which there eexist an inteerface
between the FePO4 coree and LiFeP
PO4 shell. D
During the ccharge proceess, the inteerface
moves
m
outwaard through each
e
particlee as the outeer region connverts to FePO4. Meanw
while,
th
he Li+ and electrons haave to mov
ve out thouggh the newlly formed F
FePO4 phasee. To
acccount for th
he mechanissm of shrink
king core moodel, partiall solutions oof Li1-ƐFePO4 and
Li
L ơFePO4 sho
ould be conssidered[19]. Later, Delaccourt et al reeported the eexistence off solid
so
olution at eleevated temperature and Yamada
Y
et aal. found thaat solid soluttion could exxist at
ro
oom temperrature[20]; the
t existence of very nnarrow soluution stronglly confirmedd the
sh
hrinking corre model[21]. This mod
del has also proposed thhat the uncoonverted LiF
FePO4
du
uring the cen
nter of larger particles will
w cause thee capacity looss.

Figure
F
2.8. Core-shell
C
model
m
of sing
gle-particle L
LiFePO4 trannsformation mechanism[[14].
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Similaarly, the “mosaic modell” has been proposed byy Anderson et al as it caan be
The mosaic model statees that lithiuum insertionn/deinsertionn can
seeen in Figure 2.9[22].T
occur at many
y sites withiin a given paarticle. In thiis model, the author prooposed a diffferent
caapacity losss mechanism
m: the irreversible capaacity loss can result frrom the groowing
FePO4 domaiins (on charg
ge, for instan
nce) impingiing upon eacch other leavving unconvverted
LiFePO
L
ure 2.9).
4 in between (Figu
wever, L. Laffont studieed the Li innsertion/deinnsertion mecchanism by highHow
reesolution eleectron energ
gy loss specttroscopy on thin platelett-type particcles of LixFeePO4,
fo
ound that th
he classical shrinking core
c
model or mosaic m
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Figure
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modeel of Li insertion/deinserttion mechannism in LiFePO4 cathodee[22].
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More recently, a “domino-cascade modell” was proposed by Dellmas et al[23], in
which
w
the deinsertion pro
ocess is limited by nuclleation insteead of diffussion; using X
X-ray
diffraction an
nd electron microscopy,
m
the results sshow the coeexistence of fully intercaalated
an
nd fully dein
ntercalated individual paarticles. Andd the lattice coherence leength is the same
before and affter delithiattion as it caan be shownn in Figure 22.10. This hhypothesis caan be
trrue only if the reactio
on front prropagation bbetween thee intercalateed part andd the
deintercalated
d part in a given crysttal is considderably fastter than the nucleation of a
Li
L eFePO4 dom
main within a Li1−eFePO
O4 crystallite . This resultt is very impportant, as it gives
a new approaach for the lithium
l
deinttercalation ((intercalationn) mechanism in the oliivineype structuree.
ty

Figure 2.10. Domino-casscade modell of Li inserrtion/deinserrtion mechannism in LiF
FePO4
caathode[23].
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However, the results of C.V. Ramana invalidated the “domino-cascade” model
according to which each particle would be single-phased (either FP or LFP). They find
that this coherence length does not depend on the degree of delithiation and the two
phases inside the particles could co-exist. Meantime, they also invalidate the core-shell
model since both phases exist in the surface layer[24].
In all, though the performance of LiFePO4 has been improved a lot so far, yet the
mechanism of Li insertion and deinsertion in FePO4/LiFePO4 is still not completely
understood while the diffusion for Li-ions is still subject to debate[23].
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3. THE STRUCTURE EVOLUTION OF V2O5 NANOCRYSTALS DURING
ELECTROCHEMICAL CYCLING STUDIED USING IN OPERANDO
SYNCHROTRON TECHNIQUES

3.1 Abstract
The structural evolution of vanadium oxide (V2O5) nanocrystals was studied
during Li+ ion intercalation and deintercalation (i.e. electrochemical discharge/charge)
processes using in operando high-energy x-ray diffraction (HEXRD) and in operando xray adsorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES). The HEXRD results clearly show that
V2O5 undergoes phase transformations during the first Li+ ion intercalation (i.e.
discharge) process. The analysis of the XANES data suggests that the average oxidation
state of vanadium in fully charged V2O5 nanocrystals decreases to less than +5 after the
first four cycles. The combined results of the unchanged crystal structure (HEXRD) and
the decreased oxidation state (XANES) lead to the conclusion that some of the Li+ ions
are trapped within the V2O5 framework and the V2O5 exists as Li0.18V2O5 instead of pure
V2O5 after the first four cycles, while the trapped Li+ ion may increase the stability of
V2O5 framework.

3.2 Introduction
Vanadium pentoxide (V2O5), an intercalation compound with a layered structure,
has been considered as one of the most promising cathode materials due to its attractive
theoretical specific capacity[25-28]. When 3 Li+ ions intercalate/de-intercalate into/from
each V2O5, the theoretical specific capacity can reach 443 mAh/g (294 mAh/g for 2 Li+
ion insertion/de-insertion)[28]. However, the V2O5 experiences the completely reversible
structural change only when one Li+ ion is inserted first and then de-inserted out of the
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V2O5[28]. The complete reversible chemical reaction could be briefly described as:
α-V2O5 + 0.5 Li+ + e- ↔ ε- Li0.5V2O5
ε- Li0.5V2O5 +0.5Li+ +e- ↔ δ-LiV2O5
For LixV2O5, the α-phase is observed for x<0.1, ε-phase is observed at 0.35<x<0.7 while
δ-phase is observed at x=1. α-, ε- and δ- phases consists of VO5 square pyramids and are
accompanied by an orthorhombic phase with the increased puckering in the layers. The
deep charge/discharge (x > 1 in LixV2O5) of the V2O5 results in an irreversible crystal
structural change. When 2 Li+ ions are inserted, the V2O5 remains in the γ-phase
permanently[10]. Though the formed γ-phase also consists of VO5 square pyramids, but it
is highly puckered and irreversible. Finally, when the third lithium ion is inserted into the
V2O5 layers, the irreversible formation of the ω–phase (2 < x < 3) LixV2O5 emerges[29].
The ω–phase owns a tetragonal structure, which is different with the initial V2O5
phase[30]. As a result, the practical reversible capacity of crystalline V2O5 is much lower
than its initial capacity[10, 29, 31]. Such a structural change also causes a capacity decay
in the following cycles[27, 31]. As such, the attractive theoretical 443 mAh/g is never
realized for the crystalline V2O5, and the cycle life is usually in the range of 40-50 cycles
with 80% initial capacity. A great deal of effort has been made to extend the cycle life of
V2O5 via the optimization of the syn procedures for making crystalline V2O5 with a more
stable structure[26, 32-36]. On the other hand, cycling the crystalline V2O5 within a
narrower potential window (2.5 - 4.0 V) is also a good way to improve the cyclability[31,
36-40].

However, the process of lithium ion insertion/de-insertion into/out of the

crystalline V2O5 within the lower voltage window (2.5-4.0 V) is still not fully understood,
and the understanding of this process is crucial to improving the cycle life of crystalline
V2O5 and to approaching an attractive theoretical specific capacity. To study this process,
both in operando high-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) and in operando X-ray
adsorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES) were applied to investigate both the phase
evolution and the oxidation state change of V2O5 during the Li-ion insertion/de-insertion
(charge/discharge) process.
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3.3 Experimental

3.3.1 Synthesis of V2O5 Nanocrystals
The V2O5 nanocrystals were made through the sol-gel process followed by a
heat-treatment. The vanadium pentoxide xerogel were prepared by a simple modified ionexchange method[41, 42]. A 0.1 M sodium metavanadate (Sigma, > 99.5%) solution was
eluted through a column loaded with a proton-exchange resin (Dowex-50-WX2, 50-100
mesh). The obtained pale yellow solution of decavanadic acid was aged in a glass
container for two weeks in order to obtain a homogeneous vanadium oxide hydrogel. The
solvent was removed by freeze-drying the hydrogel in a vacuum. The dried hydrogels
were annealed at a rate of 5 ºC min-1 up to 450 ºC for 1 h in air to get the nanostructured
V2O5 nanocrystals[31].

3.3.2 Characterization of V2O5 Nanocrystals
The electrodes were prepared by spraying the slurry of 80 % V2O5, 5%
polyvinylidence difluoride (PVDF) and 15% carbon black on to a 10 µm thick Al foil.
After that, the electrodes were placed in a vacuum oven and allowed to dry at 90 ºC for
24 h. The electrolyte was 1.2 M LiPF6 in a solvent mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC)
and ethyl methyl carbonate (EMC) (3:7, by weight). The pouch cells for the in operando
experiments were homemade using lithium metal as the counter electrode. The cells were
tested with a MACCOR cycler using a constant C-rate (0.2 C) between 2.5 V and 4.0 V.
High-resolution TEM characterization was performed with a JEOL 2100F (Japan)
operated at 200 kV. In operando time-resolved high-energy XRD measurements during
cycling were performed on the beam line 11-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source (APS),
Argonne National Laboratory. A monochromator with a Si (113) single crystal was used
to provide an x-ray beam with the energy of 115 keV. A high-energy x-ray with a beam
size of 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm and wavelength of 0.108 Å was used to obtain two-dimensional
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(2D) diffraction patterns in the transmission geometry. X-rays were collected with a
Perkin-Elmer large-area detector placed at 1800 mm from the sample. The pouch cells
were charged/discharged with a constant current of about 0.2 C between 2.5 V and 4.0 V.
The diffraction data was collected every 34 seconds. The obtained 2D diffraction patterns
were calibrated by using a standard CeO2 sample and converted to 1D patterns using
Fit2D software[43].
The pouch cells (from the exact electrodes for XRD) were assembled for the in
operando XANES study. In operando XANES was performed at the K-edge of the
vanadium to monitor the change of the valence state of V in the crystalline V2O5 cathode.
The XANES measurements were carried out in transmission mode at the beamline of 20BM of APS using a Si (111) monochromator. Energy calibration was performed by using
the first derivative point of the XANES spectrum for V (K-edge = 5463.76 eV). The
reference spectra were collected for each in operando spectrum where vanadium metal
foil was used in the reference channel. The pouch cells were charged/discharged with a
constant current of about 0.2 C between 2.5 V and 4.0 V. The spectra data was collected
every 262 seconds. Linear combination fitting is conveniently available in the Athena
software package[44]. By selecting XANES spectra of V2O4 and V2O5 (sigma, >99.9%)
as standards,

the spectra of LixV2O5 in the electrode was determined by linear

combination fitting: χμ=CV(IV)* χμ V(IV)+ CV(V)* χμ V(V), where χμ V(IV) and χμ V(V) stands
for the XANES spectra of V2O4 and V2O5, respectively; CV(IV) and CV(V) are the fitted
molar fraction of V2O4 and V2O5. Then the oxidation of vanadium in the electrode was
determined by the equation: Vx+= 4*CV (IV) + 5*CV (V), respectively.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Structural Characterization of V2O5 Nanocrystals
The ex situ X-ray diffraction data of the synthesized V2O5 are shown in Figure 3.1.
Note that a full HE-XRD pattern of the 2θ angle from 1˚ to 4˚ at the wavelength of 0.108
Å covers an equivalent 2θ angle range from 10˚ to 65˚ for Cu K- laboratory x-rays with
a wavelength of 1.54 Å. The diffraction pattern matches the orthorhombic V2O5 (JCPDS
card no. 41-1426)[45], among which, the strongest peaks at 2θ = 1.11˚, 1.41˚, 1.51˚,
1.81˚,2.15˚, and 2.68˚ represent the (020), (001), (011), (040), (110), (002) and (012)
planes of crystalline V2O5. The morphology of the as-prepared V2O5 is characterized by
transmission electron microscopy and shown in Figure 3.1(inset), which shows the nanosized V2O5 that has a long rod-like geometry with a length in the range of 50-200
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Figure 3.1. Ex situ x-ray diffraction pattern of the as-prepared V2O5; Inset: TEM image of
the as-prepared V2O5.
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3.4.2 Electrochemical Performance of V2O5 Nanocrystals
Figure 3.2 (a) illustrates the voltage profiles of the as-prepared V2O5 during the
initial four cycles at 0.2 C. The initial discharge capacity is 116 mAh/g. The capacity loss
happens after the first discharge/charge process, as shown by the second discharge
capacity of 102 mAh/g. The V2O5 electrode continues losing its capacity to 98 mAh/g and
96 mAh/g after the 3rd and 4th cycles, respectively. At a discharge-charge rate of 0.2 C,
the as-prepared V2O5 shows excellent cycling performance after the four cycles as shown
in Figure 3.2(b). Meantime, a coulombic efficiency of nearly 100% has been obtained for
this V2O5 nanocrystals, which demonstrate that the phase transition for this material is
highly reversible[46].
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Figure 3.2. Electrochemical performance: (a) Voltage profiles of the as-prepared V2O5
during the initial four cycles. (b) Cycling performance of the as-prepared V2O5 at 0.2 C.
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3.4.3 In operando Synchrotron HEXRD Characterization
Because of the high-energy beam of the x-rays used in our study, which can easily
penetrate through the whole cell, the diffraction patterns of all the crystalline materials in
the pouch cells were obtained and presented in a single diffraction pattern. Figure 3.3(a)
shows how the HEXRD patterns of materials in the pouch cells evolved during the first
discharge cycle. For easy understanding, the voltage profile is also shown in Figure.
3.3(b) so that the crystal structure of the materials inside the cell at each moment of
discharge can be clearly reflected from the HEXRD patterns at each moment. Since the
(001), (011), and (040) reflections are well separated from other reflection peaks of the
materials in the pouch cell, we are able to use them as the best candidates for analysis.
During the initial discharge (Li+ ion insertion into V2O5), the peak intensity of the (001)
and (011) reflections in Figure 3.3(a) decreases with the discharge capacity/time, which
corresponds to the increase of x (x is the number of Li+ in V2O5, i.e. LixV2O5). At x=0.4
(3.2 V), the (011) peak continues to decrease, while a new peak starts to appear at 1.38˚,
which is characteristic of a phase transition from the ε–phase to the δ–phase[47]. The
(040) peak at 2.15˚ progressively decreases with the discharge capacity/time and shifts to
a higher angle with the continued intercalation of the Li+ ion up to x = 1.0 when the cell
voltage is 2.5 V and the lower limit of the potential window is 2.5-4.0 V. For V2O5
crystals, the LixV2O5 exists as the α-phase for x < 0.01, the ε–phase for 0.35 < x < 0.7,
and the δ–phase for 0.7 < x < 1[29]. Our in operando HEXRD experiment clearly shows
the phase transitions during the discharge process when x is less than 1. During the
charge process, the structure is completely reversible and is transferred back to the
original V2O5 structure (not shown in the figure).
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Figure 3.3. In
I operando
o synchrotro
on HEXRD characterizzation: (a) E
Evolution oof the
HEXRD
H
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cell du
uring the inittial dischargge process. (bb) Voltage prrofile
of the pouch cell
c during the
t initial disscharge proccess.
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ANES experriment. The contour plott of the 2D vvanadium K--edge
XANES
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dataa in the firrst four charge/discharrge cycles is shown inn Figure 3.4(a).
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he electrocheemical charg
ge/discharge (Li+ intercallation/deinteercalation) iss well
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we calll the fully chharged state “CH”, whille we
caall the fully discharged state
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“DC”) on the voltagge profile inn Figure 3.4((b).
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Figure 3.4. In
I situ syncchrotron XA
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normalized vanadium
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K-edge
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ANES of thhe pouch cell duringg the first four
discharge/chaarge processses; (b) Voltaage profile of the pouch cell durinng the initiall four
discharge/disccharge proceess.
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nsertion of lithium
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ions, the K-edg
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lo
ower binding
g energy. Th
his shift indiicates a decrrease in the average vallence state oof the
vanadium, wh
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ponds to an increase in the numberr of inserted Li+ ions in each
V2O5, namely
y, an increaase of x in LixV2O5, eluucidated froom in operaando synchrrotron
XRD
X
results.. During th
he charge process
p
afterr the first ddischarge, thhe K-edge oof the
vanadium will shift towaard to the hiigher bindingg energy froom the fullyy discharged state
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wn in Figure 3.5(b), indiccating an inccrease in thee average vaalence
sttate of vanad
dium[48]. Besides
B
the K-edge,
K
therre are two otther importaant features iin the
XANES
X
regio
on: the pre-eedge (labeled
d 1 in Figuree 3.5a) and tthe edge resoonance (labeeled 2
in
n Figure 3.5
5b). Normallly, the crysstalline V2O5 could be described aas layers off VO5
sq
quare pyram
mids that sh
hare edges and
a
cornerss. The intennsity of pre--edge is dirrectly
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correlated to the distortion of the V2O5 square pyramid while the intensity of the edge
resonance is associated to the symmetry of the basal oxygen configuration around the
vanadium site[49, 50]. Since the intensity of the pre-edge is consistent with the deviation
from the octahedral symmetry of the vanadium site, the intensity of pre-edge will
decrease and the position will shift toward lower energy during the discharge process as
indicated in Figure 3.5(a), while the intensity of the pre-edge will increase and the
position will shift toward higher energy during the charge process (Figure 3.5b). The
edge resonance which is related to the energy absorption by core electrons also show
reversible changes in the intensity and position. Particularly, the shape of the edge
resonance keeps as the two-well defined peak during the charge/discharge process, which
indicates that no irreversible structure changes occur[51].
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Figure 3.5. V K-edge spectra evolution: (a) Typical vanadium K-edge XANES showing
the evolution of the spectrum during the initial discharge process; (b) The vanadium Kedge XANES spectrum comparison between 2nd CH and 1st CH (dashed/dotted line), the
1st DC spectrum has been given for reference. Inset: XRD pattern comparison between
the 1st CH and the 2nd CH.
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An important finding from this work is that after the first discharge/charge
process, the V2O5 electrode could never be charged back to its original V5+ state because
the two XANES spectra do not overlap as can be seen by comparing the dark dashed line
(1st CH) and the blue solid line (2nd CH) in Figure 3.5(b). Obviously, after the first
cycle, the vanadium K-edge shift for the 2nd CH is lower than the shift in the original 1st
CH, though the structure remains almost unchanged, as shown in Figure 3.5b (inset).
From the perspective of the charge balance, it is clear that the decrease in the average
valence state of vanadium requires an increased positive charge inside the V2O5 crystal to
balance. However, the only source of positively charged ions is Li+, which can be
inserted or de-inserted into/from the V2O5 crystal. Thus, there must be some lithium ions
trapped inside the V2O5 crystal after the initial discharge/charge process, causing a
decrease in the average valence state of vanadium. In other words, even for the lower
voltage window (2.5- 4.0 V), the V2O5 may also be subject to an initial irreversible
capacity loss due to the trapped lithium ions after several initial discharge/charge cycles.
Furthermore, the vanadium K-edge shifts for the fully discharged cathodes remain almost
unchanged after the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th cycles, suggesting that these trapped Li+ ions do
not come out. The vanadium K-edge shifts for the fully charged cathodes, however,
decrease with the increasing cycling of the cathode, as shown in Figure 3.6. The degree
of the vanadium K-edge shift and, hence, the degree of reduction of vanadium from the
1st CH to the 2nd CH is much higher than that from the 2nd CH to the 3rd CH, while the
degree of the V K-edge shift remains almost the same from the 2nd CH to the 3rd CH and
from the 3rd CH to the 4st CH. Clearly, it can be concluded that the lithium ion trapping
process takes a few cycles to stabilize. After 4 cycles, using the two end members (V2O5
and V2O4) as the standards, we carried out a linear combination analysis and found that
the cathode materials exist as Li0.18V2O5 at the 4th charge, compared with the pure V2O5
at the 1st charge.
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Figure 3.6. Typical vanadium K-edge XANES for the V2O5 cathode during the fully
charged state from 1st to the 4th; Inset: Typical vanadium K-edge XANES for the V2O5
cathode during the fully discharged state from the 1st to the 4th.
Up to now, the lithium ion insertion/deinsertion mechanism for the V2O5 system
has been studied extensively. And it is well known that all the phase transitions are fully
reversible only when x < 1. When the lithium content of x > 1, the permanent γ-phase
forms, while when the lithium content of x > 2, the ω-phase with a rock-salt type
structure forms[10]. The formation of electrochemically irreversible phases undoubtedly
results in a significant initial capacity loss and may also be the origin of the following
capacity fade[28]. Here, our results clearly show that even during the narrow voltage
window (2.5 V - 4.0 V), the initial capacity loss still occurs. Combining the results from
the HEXRD, XANES spectra, and electrochemical measurements, it is clear that some
lithium ions have been trapped in the V2O5 structure after the initial charge/discharge
cycles. Considering the unchanged XRD structure between the pristine V2O5 (1st CH) and
the 2nd CH vanadium oxide, it is clear that the trapped lithium ions do not alter the V2O5
structures. Furthermore, it seems that the trapped lithium ions may increase the stability
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of the vanadium oxide framework as indicated by cycle life (Figure.5.2b), as it is reported
that the addition of a second metal cation to the structure of vanadium oxides can
increase

the

framework

stability

and

electrical

conductivity

after

lithium

intercalation[52].

3.5 Conclusion
V2O5 nanocrystals were synthesized simply by heating the vanadium oxide gels to
450 ˚C at a rate of 5 ˚C min-1. In operando HEXRD indicates that the vanadium oxide
structure is completely reversible in the narrow potential window of 2.5 V - 4.0 V.
However, the electrochemical characterization and in operando XANES results indicate
that the average oxidation state of the V in fully charged cathodes decreases rapidly in the
first discharge process and continuously decreases with cycling in the first four cycles.
The decreased oxidation state of the V in V2O5 suggests that some of the Li ions are
trapped within the V2O5 framework, which is the major cause of the initial capacity loss
and the reason the V2O5 exists as Li0.18V2O5 instead of pure V2O5 after the first four
cycles. And the trapped Lithium ions may increase the stability of V2O5 framework.
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4. GRAPHENE MODIFIED NANOSTRUCTURE V2O5 HYBRIDS WITH
EXTRAORDINARY ELECTROCHEMICAL PERFORMANCE FOR LI-ION
BATTERIES

4.1 Abstract
We have developed a novel method of incorporating graphene sheets into V2O5
nanoribbons via the so-gel process. The graphene-modified nanostructured V2O5 hybrid
with only a few percent of graphene (i.e. 2 wt%) exhibits extraordinary electrochemical
performance: a high capacity of 438 mAh/g, approaching the theoretical specific capacity
(443 mAh/g), a long cyclability, and significantly enhanced conductivity, which
overcome the long-standing issues in V2O5 cathode materials. An in operando high
energy synchrotron X-ray diffraction study during the post-annealing process revealed
that the graphene sheets could preserve the V2O5 layered structure to high temperature,
before becoming the orthorhombic crystalline phase. XRD analysis indicates that the
graphene stabilized V2O5 (V2O5-G) layered nanostructure contains 0.3 water molecules
per V2O5 (water molecules serve as pillars between the V2O5 layers) after the proper
annealing process. The V2O5-G electrochemical performance did not show a stepwise
voltage curve, in comparison with the stepwise curve for the crystalline V2O5, clearly
indicating

that

there

is

no

major

crystal

structural

transition

during

the

lithiation/delithiation processes. The AC impedance indicates that the electric conduction,
vanadium redox reaction, and Li+ diffusion in the graphene-modified nanostructured
V2O5 hybrid have been greatly improved, resulting in a significant improvement on rate
performance and cycle life. This method provides a new avenue to create nanostructured
metal oxide/graphene materials for advanced batteries.
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4.2 Introduction
Since the first reveal of Li ion batteries (LIBs) by Sony in 1990, the demand for
higher specific capacity and specific energy LIBs has been increased with the advance of
portable electronics (i.e. cellphones, laptops, etc.) and the electric vehicles (EVs) and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs).

For LIBs, the cathodes are typical metal oxides,

serving as the intercalation compounds for Li+ ion insertion during the discharge. Many
different metal oxides have been explored as the cathode materials[10]. Among those
commonly used cathode materials such as LiCoO2 (274 mAh/g)[53] and LiFePO4 (170
mAh/g)[54], the vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) has the theoretical capacity of 443 mAh/g
(with three lithium ion insertion) and possible specific energy 1218 mWh/g (assuming
nominal 2.75 V discharge voltage). In addition to the specific capacity, vanadium has the
high abundance in the crust of Earth which makes the cost low. The combination of high
specific capacity/energy and the abundance make the V2O5 a very attractive candidate for
LIB applications and extensive effort have been devoted to develop V2O5 as the high
performance cathode materials for LIBs. However, due to its low electrical conduction,
slow lithium diffusion and irreversible phase transitions upon deep discharge, poor rate
capability and limited long-term cycleability are the major issues for V2O5 cathode
material at present, which limits the V2O5 application in practical LIBs[5, 32, 45, 46, 55,
56].
Electrical reactivity of vanadium oxides varies with syn conditions and phases[11,
57]. For crystalline V2O5, the irreversible phase transformation from  phase
(orthorhombic) to the tetragonal ω phase occurs when more than 2 Li+ were intercalated
into V2O5, results in the poor deep discharge capacity due to the decreased Li+ diffusion
coefficient[57]. However, compared to crystalline (orthorhombic) V2O5, amorphous V2O5
gel offer considerable advantages by virtue of their morphology. The vanadium oxide
xerogel, V2O5·nH2O owns a ribbon-like structure with high surface area, which can be
considered to a more versatile host for Li+ ions intercalation and exhibit improved
capacity of lithium (i.e. moles of Li per mole of V2O5) when they were tested as the
cathode materials[58]. The basic units of V2O5 xerogel are the sheets comprised of two
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vanadium oxide layers[10]. When the distance of the adjacent layers of V2O5 increases,
the insertion capacity will increase instead. So hydrated vanadium pentoxide xerogel,
V2O5·nH2O ( the distance between the adjacent layers is 11.52 Å)[59], possesses the Li
interacalation capacity about 1.4 times larger than that of orthorhombic V2O5 ( the
distance between the adjacent layers is 4.56 Å). However, even for the amorphous V2O5
xerogel, the same challenges, low electrical conduction (both intraparticle (within a V2O5
particle) and interparticle (between V2O5 particles) conduction), slow lithium diffusion
and the structure stability/reversibility, still remain. Effort have been taken to improve
the conductivity, coating V2O5 xerogel with conductive materials[60], using single wall
carbon nanotube to form nano-composites[61], doping metals[60] and organic
ploymers[42, 62-65]. However, these measures can only improve the V2O5 xerogel to a
certain degree and neither of them could significantly improve the structure stability and
reversibility. Hence, a comprehensive approach, which can simultaneously deal with all
of three issues, is needed.
Graphene is a single atomic layer of sp2-bonded carbon atoms arranged in a
honeycomb crystal structure and can be viewed as an individual atomic plane of the
graphite structure[66]. In graphene, each carbon atom uses 3 of its 4 valance band (2s,
2p) electrons (which occupy the sp2 orbits) to form covalent bonds with the neighboring
carbon atoms in the same plane. Each carbon atom in the graphene contributes its fourth
lone electron (occupying the pz orbit) to form a delocalized electron system, a long-range
π-conjugation system shared by all carbon atoms in the graphene plane. Such a longrange π-conjugation in graphene yields extraordinary electrical, mechanical, and thermal
properties[67]. Graphene can be prepared using the chemical or thermal reduction of
graphene oxide (GO), which is a layered stack of oxidized graphene sheets with different
functional groups. Thus GO can be easily dispersed in the form of single sheet in water at
low concentrations.
Our comprehensive approach for dealing with these three issues of V2O5 xerogel is
to insert the single-atomic-layer-thick graphene oxide sheets between the V2O5
nanoribbons to modify the V2O5 xerogel structure via the sol-gel process. It is anticipated
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that such a structure could improve both the intraparticle electronic conduction and the
lithium-ion diffusion. Furthermore, the formed smaller V2O5 grain size in the V2O5
xerogel will reduce stress within the particles, leading to better structural stability and
cycle life. Reported here is a simple and unique method for synthesizing the graphenemodified nanostructure V2O5 via the sol-gel process and the novel class of V2O5 hybrid
with tiny amounts of graphene (2 wt. %). We demonstrate here that our newly
synthesized V2O5/graphene hybrid materials have overcome the above-mentioned three
major issues in well crystallined V2O5, and exhibit extraordinary electrochemical
performance as cathode materials for Li-ion batteries. Characterization of such materials
using in operando synchrotron XRD and XANES as well as the cryo-TEM for their
structure and the formation mechanism are also presented here to illustrate the foundation
for such performance.

4.3 Experiment

4.3.1 Synthesis of Vanadium Pentoxide Xerogel
The vanadium pentoxide xerogel were prepared by a simple modified ionexchange method[41, 42]. A 0.1 M solution of sodium metavanadate (NaVO3)
(Sigma, >99.5%) was eluted through a column loaded with a proton-exchange resin
(Dowex-50-WX2, 50-100 mesh). The obtained yellow solution of decavanadic acid
(HVO3) was aged in a glass container for two weeks in order to obtain a mature
homogeneous vanadium oxide hydrogel. Dried xerogel was obtained by freeze-drying the
hydrogel under vacuum.

4.3.2 Synthesis of Graphene Oxide
Graphene oxide (GO) was prepared using a modified Hummer’s method as
described elsewhere[68]. An additional graphite oxidation procedure was carried out first.
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2 g graphite flakes was mixed with 10 mL of concentrated H2SO4, 2 g of (NH4)2S2O8, and
2 g of P2O5. The obtained mixture was heated at 80 ˚C for 4 h under constant stirring.
Then the mixture was filtered and washed thoroughly with DI water. After dried in an
oven at 80 ˚C overnight, this pre-oxidized graphite was then subjected to oxidation using
the Hummer’s method. 2 g of pre-oxidized graphite, 1 g of sodium nitrate and 46 ml of
sulfuric acid were mixed and stirred for 15 min in an iced bath. Then, 6 g of potassium
permanganate was slowly added to the obtained suspension solution for another 15 min.
After that, 92 ml DI water was slowly added to the suspension, while the temperature
kept constant at about 98 ˚C for 15 min. After the suspension has been diluted by 280 mL
DI water, 10 ml of 30% H2O2 was added to reduce the unreacted permanganate. Finally,
the resulted suspension was centrifuged several times in order to remove the unreacted
acids and salts. The purified GO were dispersed in de-ionized water to form a 0.2 mg·ml1

solution by sonication for 1 h. Then the GO dispersion was subjected to another

centrifugation in order remove the un-exfoliated GO. The resulted GO dilute solution
could remain a very stable suspension without any precipitation for a few months[68].

4.3.3 Synthesis of a Graphene-modified Nanostructured V2O5 Hybrid
The hybrid was prepared simply by mixing the prepared GO suspension and the
yellow solution of decavanadic acid (HVO3) with the desired ratio. The obtained dark
yellow solution was aged in a glass container for three weeks in order to obtain a
completed cured homogeneous V2O5/GO hydrogel. Dried V2O5/GO xerogel was obtained
by freeze-drying the V2O5/GO hydrogel under vacuum. The formed V2O5/GO xerogel
were heated and annealed under N2, at a rate of 5 ˚C·min-1 up to 400 ˚C, and kept
constant at 400 ˚C for two hours, during which, the graphene oxide was reduced to
graphene. . In the following discussion, we define the graphene-modified nanostructure
V2O5 hybrid as V2O5-G and pure V2O5 without graphene as V2O5.
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4.3.4 Electrochemical Characterization
The electrodes were prepared by spraying a slurry of 80 % V2O5-G, 10%
polyvinylidence difluoride (PVDF) and 10% carbon black onto a 10 µm thick Al foil.
For comparison, the pure V2O5·nH2O was synthesized in the same condition except the
addition of the graphene oxide and the corresponding electrodes were prepared using the
same procedure. The prepared electrodes were placed in a vacuum oven and allowed to
dry at 90 ˚C for 24 h. The electrolyte consisted of a solution of 1.2 M LiPF6 (Novolyte,
Ohio, US) in a mixture of solvent from ethylene carbonate (EC) and ethyl methyl
carbonate (EMC) (3:7, by weight) (Novolyte, Ohio, US).
The prepared V2O5-G and pure V2O5 electrode were assembled into R 2016 coin
cells using Li metal anodes (Aldrich, US) and Celgard 3501 separators (Celgard, Ohio)
for characterizing their electrochemical performance. These cells were tested with an
Arbin Battery cycler (BT-2000, Arbin, TX) using different C-rates between 1.5 V and 3.6
V. A Solartron 1287A/1260A Potentiostat/Impednace System (Solartron Analytical,
England) was used to measure the AC impedance of these cells in the frequency range of
0.01 Hz ~1 MHz with an amplitude of 5 mV.

4.3.5 Materials Characterization
High-resolution TEM characterization was performed with a JEOL 2100F (Japan)
operated at 200 kV. Cryogenic Temperature TEM analysis was carried out for the
synthesized V2O5 hydrogel solutions with and without GO aged at different times to
elucidate the formation mechanism. The 3.5 μL aliquot of the aged solution samples
were placed on a copper grid (400 mesh) coated with a holey carbon film. The excess
solution was blotted off with filter paper. The grid was then immediately plunged into
liquid ethane cooled by liquid N2. After that, the sample grid was loaded into the
microscope with a Gatan side-entry cryogenic holder. Low-dose images were collected
using a CM 200 or CM 300 cryomicroscope with a filled emission gun operating at 200
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or 300 kV, respectively. The thermo-gravimetric analysis was performed for both pure
V2O5 and V2O5/Graphene nanocomposite using a TA 2000 Thermoanalyzer.
In operando time-resolved high-energy XRD measurements were performed on
the beam line 11-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. A
monochromator with a Si (113) single crystal was used to provide an x-ray beam with the
energy of 115 keV. High-energy x-ray with a beam size of 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm and
wavelength of 0.108 Å was used to obtain two-dimensional (2D) diffraction patterns in
the transmission geometry. X-rays were collected with a Perkin-Elmer large-area detector
placed at 1800 mm from the sample. The synthesized pure V2O5 and V2O5-G were dried
at 80 ˚C overnight and then pressed into pellets about 1mm in thickness. The pellet then
was placed between an alumina can and a platinum cover with hole (D=1mm) on the
centers of both can and cover. After that, the alumina can was then placed vertically in a
programmable furnace with glass windows and Nitrogen was used as the protective gas.
The sample was heated up to 600 ˚C with a heating rate of 2 ˚C per minute,
simultaneously; the diffraction data of the sample was collected every 34 seconds. The
obtained 2D diffraction patterns were calibrated using a standard CeO2 sample and
converted to 1D patterns using Fit2D software.
The Li/V2O5 coin cells, with holes (D=2mm) at the center, were assembled for in
operando XANES study. The holes were sealed using kapton tapes, which allowed the
X-rays going through and preventing air entering the cell. In operando XANES was
performed at the K-edge of vanadium to monitor the change of the valence state of
vanadium in the cathode material. The XANES measurements were carried out in
transmission mode at beamline 20-BM of APS using a Si (111) monochromator. Energy
calibration was performed by using the first derivative point of the XANES spectrum for
V (K-edge = 5465 eV). Meantime, the reference spectra were collected for each in
operando spectrum, where vanadium metal was used in the reference channel. The coin
cells with the exact same electrodes were also used because the better signal/noise ratio.
All cells were charged/discharged with a constant current about 0.1 C between 1.7 V and
3.6 V while the XANES spectra data was collected every 15 seconds.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Electrochemical Performance of As-synthesized Materials
The introduction of the tiny amount of graphene sheets (i.e. 2%) into the V2O5
xerogel has an extraordinary effect on their electrochemical performance. A specific
capacity of 438 mAh/g (corresponding to 1034 Wh/kg and 3118 Wh/L) has been
achieved at 0.05 C (Figure 4.1) for the V2O5-G with 2% graphene, which is almost the
theoretical specific capacity, 98.87% of 443 mAh/g (theoretical value) while the pure
V2O5 only delivered 324 mAh/g (corresponding to 777 Wh/kg). Even at the higher rate,
1C, such V2O5-G with 2% graphene still delivered 315 mAh/g (corresponding to 768
Wh/kg) (Figure 4.2), which is 2.23 X of the pure V2O5, 137 mAh/g (corresponding to
299 Wh/kg and 901 Wh/L). The pure V2O5 discharge profile shows three distinct voltage
stages: 3.3-2.5 V, 2.5-2.0 V and 2.0-1.75 V, corresponding to 1st, 2nd and 3rd Li+ ion
intercalation into V2O5 xerogel (Figure 4.2). However, no such stages were seen for the
V2O5-G (2% graphene), which are typical for an amorphous material due to the absence
of voltage plateaus associated with crystalline phase transitions, suggesting that the V2O5G (2% graphene) may have different structure from the pure V2O5.
The introduction of grapehene also shows significant effect on the rate
performance which is the major issue for V2O5. At the fairly higher current densities, the
V2O5-G still retains a high lithium ion storage capacity: 419 mAh/g at 0.1 C, 354 mAh/g
at 0.5 C, 315 mAh/g at 1 C, 247 mAh/g at 5 C, and 201 mAh/g at 10 C compared with
those of pure V2O5: 250 mAh/g at 0.1 C, 173 mAh/g at 0.5 C, 137 mAh/g at 1 C, 67
mAh/g at 5 C, and 41 mAh/g at 10 C (Figure 4.3). This corresponds to 67.6%, 104.6%,
130.0%, 268.7%, and 390.2% specific capacity increase at different rates respectively.
Such huge improvement on the rate performance, in particular, at high rate (i.e. 10 C),
suggests that the electric conduction of V2O5 xerogel has been tremendously increased,
both interparticle and intraparticle, just by introducing such tiny amount of graphene
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(2%). The increase on electric conductivity also indicated by our AC impedance study
presented later.
The synthesized V2O5-G also exhibits improved cycling stability. The V2O5-G(2%
graphene) achieved 150 cycles with 80% initial capacity at 1C rate while the pure V2O5
only achieved 11 cycles (Figure 4.4) (The death criteria of a battery for EV and HEV is
defined as 80% of its initial capacity, hence, we compare the cycle life at 80% initial
capacity). The capacity decay rate is relatively stable for V2O5-G, 0.13%/cycle while the
pure V2O5 shows two distinct different decay rates, initially sharply decays at
1.77%/cycle to 80% initial capacity after 11 cycles, after 12 cycles, decays at a much
slow rate, 0.13%/cycle, indicating that the pure V2O5 might experience a structure change
during the initial cycles, then the structure become stabilized.

Theoretical Specific Capacity:443 mAh/g

Voltage (V)

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
V2O5/ 2wt% Graphene
V2O5

1.5
0

100
200
300
400
Specific capacity (mAh/g)

Figure 4.1. Electrochemical characterization: Charge/discharge curves of pure V2O5 and
V2O5-G/2% graphene cells at 0.05 C.
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Theoretical specific capacity: 443mAh/g
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V2O5/ 2%Graphene@1C

2.4

V2O5 @1C

2.0
1.6
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100
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Figure 4.2. Electrochemical characterization: Charge/discharge curves of pure V2O5 and
V2O5-G/2% graphene cells at 0.05 C and 1 C.
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Figure 4.3. Rate performance of pure V2O5 and V2O5-G/2% graphene cells based on Crate.
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Figure 4.4. Cycle life of pure V2O5, V2O5-G with 2% and 10% graphene cells at 1 C rate.
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Figure 4.5. Specific Capacity of V2O5 with different graphene content loading at 0.05 C
rate.
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As we have discussed above and it can be seen from Figure 4.5, our results clearly
show that 2 wt % graphene owns the highest initial capacity. Besides the influence of
graphene content, a systematic study has been done, during which we have already
investigated all of other factors on the performance of hybrids. During the synthesis of
V2O5-G hybrid, initially, the xerogel was prepared by a simple, ion-exchanged method.
And the obtained yellow solution of decavanadic acid and graphene oxide solution was
simply mixed. Without a doubt, the curing time for decavandic acid/graphene oxide
mixture, dilution degree of the mixture and graphene oxide adding time do play an
important role during the synthesis of V2O5/Graphene hybrid.

The initial specific

capacity of V2O5/2 wt% Graphene during the different curing time has been shown in the
Table 4.1. As it can be seen, with the h curing time, the initial capacity of the obtained
V2O5-G hybrid will be higher. And for the V2O5-G hybrid, it always take about 3 weeks
for the fully growth of V2O5 nanoribbons. The initial specific capacity of V2O5/2 wt%
Graphene with the effect of different dilution degree has been shown in the Table 4.2.
Obviously, the dilution degree of the graphene oxide plays an important role in the
synthesis of V2O5-G hybrid. At 0X dilution degree, the V2O5-G hybrid retains the
highest lithium-ion storage capacity, while with the increasing dilution degree, storage
capacity of V2O5-G hybrid continue to decrease. As we have discussed above, it is
speculated that the lower graphene content may result in a better dispersion of graphene
sheets in the HVO3 solution. However, higher dilution degree will lead to the decreased
interaction between the formed V2O5 nanoribbons and graphene oxide, which will be
discussed in the following. Meanwhile, the GO adding time during the synthesis also
affects the performance of these hybrids as it can be seen in the Table 4.3. When the
HVO3 and graphene oxide were mixed simultaneously, the obtained hybrid retains the
highest lithium-ion storage capacity. That is because when the sodium metavandate is
eluted through a column with a proton-exchange resin, the obtained yellow solution of
HVO3 forms and start to age. When the GO is added simultaneously, a good dispersion
of HVO3/GO solution will be obtained. While if the GO is added after 2 h or 4 h, the
V2O5 nanoribbons already forms and lead to the loss of interaction between GO and V2O5
nanoribbons. The detailed formation mechanism will be discussed in the detail in the
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following paragraph. And based on our results, we optimized the best synthesis condition
for this V2O5 hybrid as it has been marked bold in the tables.
Table 4.1. The effect of curing time during synthesis.

The initial
capacity
(mAh/g)

12h

24h

48h

168h

336h

504h

374

378

388

389

407

438

Table 4.2. The effect of dilution degree.
0X dilution1

10X dilution

50X dilution

The initial
capacity
374
369
438
(mAh/g)
1
The decavandic acid/GO mixtures are diluted with DI water

100X dilution
352

Table 4.3. The effect of GO adding time1.
0h1

After 2h

After 4 h

The initial
capacity
421
371
438
(mAh/g)
1
GO was mixed with decavanadic acid (HVO3) simultaneously during synthesis.

4.4.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy Characterization
To validate whether our approach, inserting the graphene sheets between V2O5
nanoribbons via sol-gel process to improve the electric conductivity, Li+ ion diffusion
and structure stability, AC impedance spectra of both pure V2O5 and V2O5-G were
measured. The results were fitted using the model shown model[69] shown in the Figure
4.6, where R0, is the contact resistance, Re and Ce refer to the resistance and capacitance
of the V2O5 electrode, Rct and Cdl stand for the charge-transfer resistance of redox
reaction of vanadium in V2O5 and double-layer capacitance in the electrode, respectively,
and the Wd refers to the Warburg diffusion impedance, which could reflect the diffusion
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of Li ions in the V2O5. Clearly, the tiny amount of graphene sheets in V2O5 cause the
huge change of the electric conduction, Re, from 309.48 Ω of pure V2O5 to 86.55 Ω of
V2O5-G, an order of magnitude change (both the pure V2O5 and the V2O5-G electrodes
had the exact the same composition and were made in the same procedure under the same
condition, the change of Re must be due to the conductivity of V2O5 xerogel. This is the
similar effect as Symerl et al doping Au and Cu into V2O5 xerogel[60]. The redox of
vanadium in the V2O5 xerogel been significantly increased, Rct changed from 46.88 Ω of
pure V2O5 to 10.94 Ω of V2O5/graphene nanocomposite, a 4.28 X changes, which also
explains the increased rate performance. Finally, the Li+ ion diffusion within the V2O5
xerogel has been improved, the Wd changed from 0.451 to 0.396, corresponding to the
Li+ diffusion coefficient in V2O5 xerogel from 1.21 E-12 to 1.57 E-12 cm2/s, 12%
increase. Thus, the A.C impedance results show that our approach indeed works as we
designed.
Table 4.4. Summary of AC impedance spectra fitting results.
Cell
Pure V2O5

Rs
2.008

Ce
2.73E-6

V2O5-G/2%
Graphene

1.927

2.96E-6

Re
309.48
3.231 x10-3S
86.55
1.16 x10-3S

Cdl
1.33E-6

Rct
46.88

W
0.451

1.72E-6

10.94

0.396
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Figure 4.6. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Nyquist plot) of for the pure V2O5
and V2O5-G/2% graphene cells. Amplitude: 5 mV, frequency range: 1 MHz ~ 0.01 Hz.
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Table 4.5. Comparison of the best electrochemical performance of V2O5 composites and
other work in coin cell configuration.
Sample

Cycle performance
First initial capacity
mAhg-1

Eu0.11V2O5,
xerogels[70]

269

Current
density
15µAg-1

Voltage
range,(V)
1.5-4.0

Cycle number

PPy/V2O5[71]
hybrid

160

C/40

2.0-4.0

Graphene/V2O5[
72] xerogels

299

30mAg-1

1.5-4,0

V2O5 [73]
xerogel

223

C/20

1.5-4.0

Cu0.1V2O5[74]
xerogel
Ag0.1V2O5[75]
xerogel

136

0.15mA/cm2

1.5-4.0

340

C/20

1.5-4.0

Carbon-coated
V2O5[46]
nanocrytal
V2O5
microspheres[36]

297

1.0Ag-1

2.0-4.0

50
No capacity loss

275

0.125C

2.05-4.0

V2O5
naoflower[76]

275

0.2C

2.0-4.0

V2O5
nanowire[55]

275

30mAg-1

2.0-4.0

V2O5-G/2%
graphene

438

0.05 C

1.5-4.0

20
(0.38%) capacity
fade per cycle
50
(0.26%) capacity
fade per cycle
50
(0.50%) capacity
fade per cycle
137
(0.13%) capacity
fade per cycle

10
(2%) capacity
fade per cycle
30 (0.4%)
capacity fade per
cycle
30
(0.7%) capacity
fade per cycle
10
(2%) capacity
fade per cycle
450
No capacity loss
24
(0.4%) capacity
fade per cycle

Current
density
15
µAg-1
C/40
30
mAg-1
C/20
0.15
mA/cm2
C/20
(discharg
e) C/40
(charge)
1.0
Ag-1
0.2C
0.2C
30
mAg-1
1C
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It is clear that the introduction of such tiny amount (i.e. 2%) graphene has the
profound effect on the electrochemical performance of V2O5 and such V2O5-G shows the
best electrochemical performance of V2O5 xerogel in the coin cell configuration as
compared with others’ work summarized in Table 4.5 above. However, all performance
changes are rooted in the materials structure. Hence, to understand the structure and the
formation mechanism of V2O5/graphene nanocomposite, the in operando XANES and
HESXRD were carried out as well as the cryo-TEM and the results are presented below.

4.4.3 Formation Mechanism and Morphology of V2O5
As demonstrated previously, the introduction of a tiny amount of graphene can
cause the huge performance change for the formed V2O5-G, naturally, a question aroused,
how such tiny amount of graphene change the structure of the V2O5 xerogel?

Aiming to

understand the effect of graphene on the structure of V2O5 xerogel, the synthesis process
of V2O5-G was studied using cryo-TEM. As described in the experimental section,
NaVO3 becomes yellow colored HVO3 after passing through a ion exchange column,
then this dilute HVO3 starts to slowly form V2O5 hydrogel via protonation of HVO3
(usually within a several minutes)[42] and the solution gradually change color from
yellow to dark brown and eventually (usually after 1-2 weeks), dark red, which indicated
the completion of a 3-D network V2O5 hydrogel formed. The 3.5 μL aliquot of HVO3
solution was taken at 0, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 360 min, 1, 2 and 3 weeks to monitor the
process of initializing, nucleating, ribbon growing for V2O5 xerogel (the time at 0 min
refers to the time when about 5 mL HVO3 solution came out from the ion exchange
column). The advantage of the cryo-TEM is that it can directly observe the
micorgeometry and the morphology of particles within a liquid without disturbance by
fast freezing the liquid sample using liquid nitrogen, which preserves the morphology and
microgeometry of the particles in the original liquid as we have successfully used the
cryo-TEM in our previous work[77].
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length seems not grow too much in 90 min image (Figure 4.7c) and finally, after 2 weeks,
the V2O5 hydrogel network was formed with similar the length but much large with of
the V2O5 ribbons (Figure 4.7d). It is very interesting to see that when the graphene oxide
was added into the decavanadic acid (HVO3) solution, the V2O5 hydrogel formation took
place on the surface of the graphene oxide sheets, nucleating, ribbons forming, ribbons
growing and V2O5 hydrogel network forming. Upon adding GO solution into the
decavanadic acid solution, the nuclei formed in the beginning will tend to adsorb on the
GO sheets due to the Columbic interaction and Van der Waals between the nuclei and
GO. In contrast to the pure V2O5, the nucleation of V2O5 hydrogel in the presence of
graphene oxide sheets took much longer time, after 30 min, the nucleation starts (Figure
4.8e), which probably is due to the repulsive effect from the some regions of the GO
surface having negative charges of the different functional groups (i.e. phenol, carbonyl,
ketone, etc)[68]. After 120 min, very few piece of V2O5 ribbons can be barely seen
(Figure 4.8f). Even after 4 h, the V2O5 ribbons continuously grew but in much less
density than pure V2O5 (Figure 4.8h). Finally, it took 3 weeks to form the fully grew
V2O5 hydrogel network (Figure 4.8g). However, the V2O5 ribbons in the fully grew V2O5
hydrogel on the graphene oxide surface look more uniform with much smaller range of
width and much less dense arranged than the pure V2O5 hydrogel (comparing Figure 4.7d
and 4.8g). This may be attributed to the existence of graphene oxide sheets which provide
the substrate for V2O5 hydrogel formation but in a much slower rate, facilitating the
crystal growth rather nucleation due to the negative charge repulsion. Thus, the formed
V2O5 ribbons with smaller width and much less dense arranged over the GO surface. This
does lead to the smaller grain size of V2O5 ribbons which results in the improved Li+
diffusion as indicated by AC impedance results. The less dense arranged V2O5 ribbons
over the GO surface also result in the more gaps between V2O5 ribbons, providing more
surface area for Li+ diffusion into ribbons. And no doubt, the graphene sheets serving as
substrate for V2O5 ribbons lead to the tremendous increase on the electric conductivity.
On the other hand, the V2O5 formation over GO surface requires that the V2O5 anchoring
on GO first, which makes the overall V2O5 ribbon formation, takes much longer time
than in liquid. Since the GO is single-layer, the GO sheets will act as spacers to create
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Figure 4.9. Transmission electron
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where
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the graaphene and nanoribbons
n
twist togethher.).

4.4
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ando HEXRD
D Characteriization of V2O5-G
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ole of graphhene in the structure off V2O5-G, tthe in
perando syn
nchrotron high energy XRD
X
was meeasured for both V2O5-G
G and pure V2O5
op
(aas reference) during heaating processs (from rooom temperatture to 600 ˚C at 10˚C//min).
The
T results for
f pure V2O5 are shown
n in Figure 4.10a. Initiially, the sam
mple showeed the
laayered hydrrated V2O5 (00l) reflecctions, typiccal amorphoous structuree, and the layer
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structure was maintained until about 200 ˚C, then, the (00l) reflection shifted slowly to
the higher 2-theta angle, and the shift is primarily caused by the loss of crystal water
between V2O5 layers[78], resulting in the shortening of the interlayer spacing (d spacing)
between V2O5 layers. The phase transition from amorphous to crystalline phase started
around 200 ˚C, as it can be seen in the Figure 4.10a (inset): the new emerged peak around
1.42˚ is attributed to the orthorhombic crystalline V2O5 (JCPDS No, 41-1426). Obviously,
the loss of crystal water from V2O5 layers will result in such phase transformation. As the
temperature continues to increase, the peak intensity of the orthorhombic crystalline V2O5
rapidly increased at the expense of the relative peak intensity of layer hydrated structure
(amorphous). Finally, around 400 ˚C, the amorphous phase almost completely diminished
and the phase transformation completed. The V2O5 xerogel structure collapsed due to the
complete removal of crystal water from the V2O5 upon heating to 400 ˚C, then, the V2O5
xerogel completely transformed into V2O5 nanocrystal which shows three distinct
discharge stages in Figure 4.1.
It is interesting to note that the graphene has a significant impact on the structure
of the V2O5 xerogel. Initially, the V2O5-G showed the layer hydrated structure similar to
that of the pure V2O5 xerogel but with the smaller interlayer spacing (d-spacing). As the
temperature increased, the (00l) reflection shifted to the higher 2-theta angle as that of
pure V2O5 sample, but in a much slower rate. Unlike the pure V2O5, which phase
transition from amorphous to crystal phase started around 200 ˚C, the phase transition for
V2O5-G started around 400 ˚C as indicated by the emerged peak at 1.42˚ (Figure 4.10b).
Clearly, with the presence of graphene, the amorphous-to-crystalline phase transition was
delayed. Obviously, in analogy to the pure V2O5 xerogel sample, for the composite
sample, the thermal stability has been greatly enhanced when the V2O5 layer is affixed to
the graphene sheets.
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Figure 4.10. In operando HRXRD characterization of pure V2O5 and V2O5-G a) XRD
patterns of the V2O5 xerogel during heat-treatment process between room temperature
and 600 ˚C, showing that the bipyramid structure will collapse at around 300 ˚C. b) XRD
patterns of V2O5 with xerogel during heat-treatment process between room temperature
and 600 ˚C, showing that the bipyramid structure will persist till 450 ˚C.
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For the electrochemical performance testing, the obtained V2O5-G was annealed
at 400 ˚C under N2 atmosphere before used as the cathode. Based on the in situ
synchrotron HEXRD data in Figure 4.10b, the calculated V2O5 interlayer spacing, dspacing, is 10.2 Å, corresponding to 0.3 water per V2O5 , V2O5·0.3H2O[79]. However, for
the pure V2O5, there is almost no water left even after 300 ˚C and the structure is
completely changed to nanocrystal instead of amorphous V2O5 xerogel. Crystal water
inside V2O5 xerogel functions as the pillars to keep the interlayer space between two
V2O5 sheets. For the V2O5 xerogel, the large amount of water may react with lithium to
form Li2O, which will deteriorate the intercalation performance[5]. Without water as
pillars, the V2O5 network in the amorphous V2O5 xerogel will collapse and become
crystal V2O5 during annealing, which has much less electrochemical performance. Hence,
minimum crystal water is needed to keep the amorphous phase. Thus, the graphene sheets
inside the V2O5 layers do increase its thermal stability; preserve the amorphous phase
even at 400 ˚C, with 0.3 water per V2O5.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was also carried out for both pure V2O5 and
V2O5-G for studying their structure change during annealing and the results are shown in
Figure 4.11. The pure V2O5 had a rapid weight loss (0.15%/˚C) until 80 ˚C, followed by
a gradual weight loss in a much slow rate (0.018%/˚C)

up to 300 ˚C, which is

corresponding to the loss of weakly bonded water molecules in V2O5 xerogel[42]. As
temperature went to beyond 300 ˚C, the tightly bonded water molecules—crystal water
molecules were removed and the phase conversion from amorphous phase to
orthorhombic phase started[78], which is consistent with our in operando

HEXRD

results. Compared to the pure V2O5, the V2O5-G showed a complete different profile; it
had a gradual weight loss at the rate of 0.024%/˚C until 250 ˚C, which is characteristic of
the loss of weakly bonded water from the V2O5/graphene hybrid. Then it followed by
another gradual weight loss with a slightly fast slope (0.05%/˚C) until 450 ˚C, before
which the bipyramid structure still persist, through orthorhombic vanandium pentoxide
start to emerge around 400 ˚C. The TGA results further verified that the thermal stability
of the V2O5 has been greatly enhanced with the presence of graphene.
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Figure 4.11. Comparison of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves between pure V2O5
and V2O5-G.

4.4.5 In operando XANES Analysis
Synchrotron radiation based in operando XAS can be very informative when
applied to a complex battery system[44]. Particularly, in situ XANES technique is very
powerful for determining the average oxidation state and local structure of the elements
in all phases. With all these considerations in mind, we carried out in situ XANES
measurements during cycling of coin cells that contain the V2O5-G electrode. To best
illustrate the XANES spectra evolution, 2 D contour plots of XANES spectra for the
electrode has been shown in Figure 4.12. In addition, the voltage profile is displayed on
the side of the XANES data. Obviously, the electrochemical process is well correlated
with the evolution of XANES data. For example, the inflection point at 3.6 V in the
voltage profile coincides well the critical point at contour plot of XANES data.
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Figure 4.12. Normalized
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Figure 4.13. Typical vanadium K-edge XANES spectra during the first discharge process.
Besides the K-edge, there are other two important features in the XANES
region: the pre-edge (labeled 1 in Figure 4.13), the edge resonance (labeled 2 in Figure
4.13), which are also sensitive to the effective oxidation state of the vanadium and the
chemical environment surrounding the vanadium site. Since the intensity of the pre-edge
peak is consistent with the deviation from the octahedral symmetry of the vanadium
site[50], the intensity of pre-edge will decrease and the position of the intensity will shift
toward lower energy during the discharge process(Figure 4.13). The edge resonance
which is related to the energy absorption by core electrons show major changes in both
intensity and shape[49]. Particularly, during the discharge process, the shape changed
from two-well defined peaks to a single peak and the intensity will increase, while during
the charge process the intensity will decrease and the shape changed from a single peak
back to two-well defined peaks. A similar reversible behavior for the pre-edge, the edge
and the edge resonance was also observed by Smyrl et al. on V2O5 xerogel cathodes[81].
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Figure 4.14. (a) XANES pre-edge peak and main peak ( inset) intensities as a function of
lithium composition during the first charge/discharge process; (b) V K-edge energy (at
half-weight) shift and pre-edge shift (inset) as a function of lithium composition during
the first charge/discharge process. The Li content for the lithiated samples (i.e. x in
LixV2O5) was calculated from the electrochemical results. The energy shift uses the
Vanadium metal as the reference. For Vanadium, E1/2, energy measured at half-height of
the normalized XANES, is 5471.5eV; Ep, energy of the pre-edge peak, is 5464.2 eV.
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In order to further establish the intensity change and energy shift of pre-edge, the
edge and the edge resonance, a combined Gaussian-arctangent fit was performed as
reported[48]. XANES pre-edge peak and main peak intensities as a function of the
lithium composition in V2O5/graphene hybrid has been shown in Figure 4.14a. As we
discussed earlier, V2O5 gel-based materials consist of distorted, square-based pyramids
with four basal and one apical oxygens[10]. The intensity of pre-edge is directly
correlated to the distortion of the V2O5 square pyramid while the intensity of the edge
resonance is associated to the symmetry of the basal oxygen configuration around the
vanadium site[49]. Obviously, the intensity of pre-edge peak and the edge resonance
(Figure.4.14a, inset) peak show major changes but linear decrease. Importantly, the
intensities during the charge process also change linearly, which confirm the structure
reversibility of the composite. Meanwhile, the XANES K-edge and pre-edge shift as a
function of Li composition in V2O5/Graphene hybrid has been shown in Figure 4.14b.
Obviously, both the K-edge and pre-edge energy shifts (Figure 4.14b, inset) vary linearly
with the valence of absorbing vanadium atom. Importantly, the energy shifts during the
charge process also behave a linear change, which confirm the electronic reversibility of
the composite. In summary, our in operando XANES measurements clearly reveal the
electronic and structural reversibility of the V2O5-G during lithium insertion and
deinsertion process. On the other hand, the excellent performance of the V2O5-G could
be also ascribed to the reversibility of the intercalation process and preserved amorphicity
of the composite, as could be seen in the in operando HEXRD results (Figure 4.10b).
Compared with the crystalline V2O5, the enhanced amorphicity will undoubtedly allow
easier lattice expansions and contraction during the discharge/charge process without any
major disruption of the V2O5 xerogel structure.
Up to now, graphene has been considered as ideal conducting materials to improve
the electric conduction and enhance the structure of V2O5[79, 82, 83]. However, the graphene
was simply added into V2O5 by simply mixing graphene with V2O5. Such simple physical
mixing usually requires a high graphene loadings (e.g. 30 % graphene[82]), which led to
a significant improvement on the cycle life and rate performance, but with the heavy
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penalty on the specific capacity. In this work, a method of creating V2O5-G via sol-gel
process has been developed and the tiny amount of graphene sheets (e.g. 2%) has a
profound effect on the structure, consequently resulting in an extraordinary
electrochemical performance without the heavy penalty on specific capacity, rather
achieving almost the theoretical specific capacity.

The performance of electrode

materials is always rooted in the materials structure. We clearly demonstrated through our
in operando HEXRD, that the graphene sheets help to preserve the V2O5 xerogel
structure and keep the xerogel from collapsing by maintain 0.3 water molecules per V2O5
during annealing process. In addition, the AC impedance proved that the electric
conduction, the vanadium redox reaction and Li+ diffusion have been improved due to
such tiny amount of graphene.

4.5 Conclusion
We have demonstrated that a novel and simple method has been developed to
incorporate graphene sheets into the nanostructure of V2O5 xerogel via a sol-gel process
to form a graphene-modified V2O5 hybrid with a stabilized layered structure. The
introduction of a small amount of graphene into the V2O5 can effectively alter the
structure of the hybrid, resulting in significant improvements in electric conductivity,
structural stability, and ion diffusion, which, in turn, results in extraordinary
electrochemical performance of the graphene-modified V2O5 hybrid. The hybrid almost
reached the theoretical specific capacity, demonstrated excellent rate performance and
greatly enhanced cycle life. This method provides a new avenue to create nanostructured
materials with improved properties for metal oxides as long as they can be synthesized
via the sol-gel process or by a reaction in a solution. The sol-gel process and the solution
method are both easy for scale-up, which makes wide-spread industrial application of
these new materials feasible.
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5. RATE-DEPENDENT, Li ION INSERTION/DEINSERTION BEHAVIOUR OF
LiFePO4 CATHODES IN COMMERCIAL 18650 LiFePO4 CELLS

5.1 Abstract
We have performed in operando synchrotron high-energy x-ray diffraction (XRD)
to obtain non-intrusive, real-time monitoring of the dynamic chemical and structural
changes in commercial 18650 LiFePO4/C cells under realistic cycling conditions. The
results indicate a non-equilibrium lithium insertion and extraction in the LiFePO4 cathode,
with neither the LiFePO4 phase nor the FePO4 phase maintaining a static composition
during lithium insertion/extraction. Based on our observations, we propose that the
LiFePO4 cathode simultaneously experiences both a two-phase reaction mechanism and a
dual-phase solid-solution reaction mechanism over the entire range of the flat voltage
plateau, with this dual-phase solid-solution behaviour being strongly dependent on
charge/discharge rates. The proposed dual-phase solid-solution mechanism may explain
the remarkable rate capability of LiFePO4 in commercial cells.

5.2 Introduction
Due to its high safety rating, long cycle life, low toxicity, and low cost, lithium
iron phosphate (LiFePO4) is considered to be one of the most promising cathode materials
for lithium-ion batteries (LIBs), with numerous applications in transportation (i.e. for
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs)), portable electronics (i.e. cell
phones, laptops, etc.), and power tools. In the past 20 years, significant effort has been
devoted to improving the performance of LiFePO4, e.g. using a carbon coating layer on the
surface of LiFePO4 nanoparticles[84-86], doping it with transition metals to increase the
electronic conductivity[87, 88], and reducing particle size to shorten the lithium ion
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diffusion length[86]. Based on these improvements, A123 Systems has developed
commercial 18650 LiFePO4/C LIB cells with excellent cycle life[89] and outstanding rate
performance [90].
Although the performance of LiFePO4 has been improved significantly, the
underlying mechanism of lithium ion insertion and de-insertion in FePO4/LiFePO4
(FP/LFP) is still not clearly understood[91-93]. Specifically, the effect of phase changes,
if any, on the rate performance of the LiFePO4 cathodes has not been addressed.
Extensive efforts have been devoted to understanding the phase transformations that
occur in LiFePO4 during the lithium ion insertion and deinsertion process[20, 24, 94-96].
Several possible mechanisms have been proposed, including a core-shell model[14], a
mosaic model[97], and a shrinking-core model[97], each of which has had – to some
extent – success in explaining the lithium ion insertion/deinsertion process. However,
none of these models can completely explain the high rate performance that is observed
in LiFePO4 cathodes, indicating that these models need further refinement. Indeed,
Laffont et al. [19] recently provided experimental evidence that the interface between
single-phase areas is not a solid solution, but rather the juxtaposition of the two final
states: fully discharged LiFePO4 and fully charged FePO4, thereby providing
experimental evidence which invalidated the core-shell model. However, another
completely different model – the “domino-cascade model” – has been proposed by
Delmas et al.[23] , who used ex-situ XRD and electron microscopy to conclude that the
Li ion extraction process is limited by LiFePO4 nucleation instead of Li+ diffusion. The
reason behind these inconsistent and sometimes contradictory models is primarily due to
the lack of effective operando techniques that monitor the phase changes that occur in
LiFePO4 as the lithium ion insertion and extraction process is occurring[98].
Theoretically, the availability of a single-phase transformation path during lithium
insertion and extraction have been predicted at a very low over-potential[96], which
suggests the existence of a single-phase, solid-solution pathway during battery operation,
thereby relating the lithium insertion/extraction mechanism to the remarkable rate
capacity of LiFePO4. Indeed, a single-phase solid-solution Li insertion/extraction process
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was observed to occur in electrodes made of LiFePO4 nanoparticles (40 nm), as
evidenced by a continuous shift of the diffraction peaks during charge/discharge[21].
However, in the experimental work mentioned above, information regarding the
structural evolution of LiFePO4/FePO4 during the lithium insertion/extraction processes
was obtained using either coin-cells or very small laboratory-scale devices[96, 99, 100].
Considering the significantly higher loading of active material in a commercial 18650
cell, it is possible the cell performance in the commercial cell might be different from that
which occurs in the coin cell, and may in fact alter the lithium insertion/extraction
mechanism.
There are two basic mechanisms occurring during charge and discharge: (1) a
solid-solution reaction mechanism in which only one phase (i.e. Li1-xFePO4) exists during
the charging/discharging process and (2) a two-phase reaction mechanism, in which the
LiFePO4 phase is transformed directly through a first-order phase transition into the
FePO4 phase as the charging proceeds, with the FePO4 phase being transformed back into
LiFePO4 phase during the discharge process. In the first case – the solid solution reaction
– only a single phase is involved, and as a result the lattice parameters and unit cell
volumes would be expected to change continuously during the charge/discharge cycle[21,
101]. In the second case – associated with a first order phase transition – the unit cell
volumes of both phases remain nearly constant, with the unit cell volume difference of
two phases varying by only V=6.5%. The distinct nature of these two mechanisms is
thus apparent using X-ray diffraction, and as a result, this technique is particular
amenable to revealing the underlying mechanisms.
We have investigated the structural changes that occur in LiFePO4 electrodes in
commercial 18650 cells during the charge/discharge process using operando synchrotron
high-energy XRD. High-energy synchrotron x-rays with a photon energy of 115 keV are
capable of penetrating through thick samples, which allowed us to probe commercial
18650 cells during operation, without any cell modification. In addition, employing a fast
XRD scan directly during cycling of the Li-ion battery cells provides a non-intrusive,
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real-time monitoring of the changes that occur within the electrodes under real operating
conditions: this is critical for elucidating the mechanism of Li+ insertion/extraction. We
demonstrate that a non-equilibrium lithium insertion and extraction occurs in
LiFePO4/FePO4 during the charge/discharge of a commercial 18650 cell, with neither the
LiFePO4 phase nor the FePO4 phase maintaining a constant unit cell volume during
lithium insertion/extraction. The single-phase solid-solution transformation path of
lithium insertion/extraction for both the LiFePO4 phase and the FePO4 phase exists at
different cycling rates, which is surprisingly concurrent with the two-phase reaction
throughout the flat voltage plateau. This “dual-phase solid-solution” behaviour is shown
to be dependent on the charge/discharge rates. Consequently, we believe that the
remarkable rate capability of LiFePO4 in a commercial cell may be strongly correlated to
the existence of this heretofore unobserved dual-phase solid-solution behaviour.

5.3 Experiment

5.3.1 Battery
The 18650 cells (APR18650M, 1.1Ah) were provided by A123 Systems with a
graphite anode, a LiFePO4 cathode, and a 1.20 M LiPF6 in EC: EMC electrolyte.
Importantly, all cells used in the experiment are from the same batch which ensures that
all materials and manufacturing condition are the same. No special modification was
needed for the 18650 cells before characterization.

5.3.2 Electrochemical Measurements
Before characterization of in situ high-energy XRD, each cell was completely
discharged using a four-channel material and cell test system (MACCOR, U.S.). Four
equivalent cells have been cycled and in situ characterized under different cycling rates
from 0.1 C, 1C, 3C to 5 C. For the cell cycled at the 1 C rate. the cell was charged to
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3.60 V at a 1 C rate (constant current of 1.10 A); the charging was continued at a constant
voltage of 3.60 V until the current was < 0.02 A, which is regarded as a 100% state of
charge (SOC) or 0% depth of discharge (DOD). Then, the cell was discharged at a 1 C
rate until the voltage reached 2.00 V, which is the discharge cut-off voltage of the cell
(the corresponding capacity is 1100 mAh). This procedure is considered to be a 100%
depth of discharge (DOD). A constant current (1.1A) was applied to discharge the cell to
2.0 V. Other equivalent cells will perform the same procedure but at different cycling
rates as that at 1 C.

5.3.3 Characterization
High-resolution TEM characterization was performed with a JEOL 2100F (Japan)
operated at 200 kV. In situ time-resolved high-energy XRD measurements during cycling
were performed on the beam line 11-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne
National Laboratory. A monochromator with a Si (113) single crystal was used to provide
an x-ray beam with the energy of 115 keV. High-energy x-ray with a beam size of 0.2
mm × 0.2 mm and wavelength of 0.10798 Å was used to obtain two-dimensional (2D)
diffraction patterns in the transmission geometry. X-rays were collected with a PerkinElmer large-area detector placed at 1800 mm from the sample. Such a high-energy beam
provides easy penetration through the stainless steel case of the 18650 cells and offers
high-resolution signals and rapid detection of the structural changes of the electrodes.
Use of such a beam on an 18650 cell also results in a very high S/N ratio due to the large
amount of electrode materials being analysed inside the cell (cell capacity: 1.0 Ah). The
diffraction data was collected every 34 seconds. The obtained 2D diffraction patterns
were calibrated by using a standard CeO2 sample and converted to 1D patterns using
Fit2D software.
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5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 Baattery and Chharacterizatiion Methodss
Comm
mercial LiFeePO4 18650 cells were provided byy A123 Systtems. No sppecial
modification
m
was made to these cellss. As illustraated in Figurre 5.1a, a TE
EM image oof the
sccattered partticles of LiF
FePO4 extraacted from eequivalent ccells shows that the catthode
material
m
exhib
bits differen
nt geometric shapes, prim
mary particlees and aggloomerated priimary
particles and
d not very broad
b
particcle size disttribution witth the average particlee size
arround 62.5 nm
n ±20 nm, as shown in
n Figure 5.1bb.
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Figure 5.1. (aa) Transmission electron microscopyy image of thhe LiFePO4 cathode; (b) The
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Figure 5.2a. An
th
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Figure 5.2. The experriment set-u
up for ope rando syncchrotron higgh-energy X
X-ray
diffraction (X
XRD) during electrochem
mical lithium
m insertion/exxtraction.
The two-dimenssional XRD patterns weere convertedd to a conveentional inteensity
vs. 2θ angle plot
p using th
he Fit2D pro
ogram[102]. A full HE-X
XRD patternn of the 2θ angle
frrom 0˚ to 9˚ at the waveelength of 0.10804 Å covvers an equiivalent 2θ anngle range frrom 0
to
o 200˚ for Cu
C K- laborratory x-rayss with a wavvelength of 11.54 Å. Sincce high-enerrgy xraays penetratte through the whole cell, diffracction patternns of all oof the crystaalline
materials
m
in the
t 18650 ceell were pressent in the siingle diffracction pattern as it can bee seen
in
n Figure 5.3..
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Figure 5.3. In operando XRD patterns of the 18650 cell under SOC = 0% and SOC =
100% during the 1st cycle at a 1 C rate.
A contour plot of these diffraction patterns between 2θ = 1.0˚ and 2.9˚ shows
changes of some characteristic peaks of both the LiFePO4/FePO4 cathode and the
graphite anode during a charge/discharge cycle (Figure 5.4). The intensity of the
diffraction peaks corresponds to the colour scale (on the left). The diffraction patterns are
nearly symmetric along the 100% state of charge (SOC) during both charging and
discharging, which indicates that Li-ion insertion and deinsertion follow the same
mechanism, and that the structural change of the electrodes during the charge/discharge
process is reversible.
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Figure 5.4. Plot
P of the d-spacing vallue of graphhite (002) annd voltage dduring the chharge
prrocess at a 1 C rate.
Detaailed XRD paatterns betw
ween 2θ = 1.00˚ and 2.9˚ dduring the chharging proceess at
a 1 C rate are
a shown in
i Figure 5.5. During the charginng process, lithium ions dentercalated from
f
the LiF
FePO4, form
ming FePO4, and intercaalated into ggraphite, forrming
in
liithiated graphite. As men
ntioned abov
ve, many chharacteristic ppeaks of LiF
FePO4/FePO
O4 can
be clearly ideentified with
hin the 2θ an
ngles from 1.0˚ to 2.9˚.. The triphylite LiFePO4 and
heterosite FeePO4 phasees have thee Pnma sym
mmetry witth slightly different lattice
T anode material is mainly com
mposed of ggraphite. Duuring the chharge
parameters. The
prrocess, the 2θ value of
o the graph
hite (002) reeflection deecreased as the lithium ions
in
ntercalated into the grap
phite layer (i.e. SOC inccreases) to fform lithiateed graphite. The
peak at 2θ = 1.836˚ in th
he pattern at SOC = 0% can be attriibuted to difffraction from
m the
(0
002) graphite planes. Th
his peak shift
fts left to 2θ = 1.754˚ at SOC = 100%
%, indicatingg that
th
he graphite has
h become lithiated.
l
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Figure 5.5. Detailed
D
XRD
D patterns beetween 2θ = 1.0º and 2.99º during the 1st cycle oof the
ch
harging proccess at a 1 C rate. The expected
e
diff
ffraction peakks (2θ) at 1..21º, 2.06º, 22.21º,
an
nd 2.47º resu
ult from the (200), (020)), (301), andd (311) planees of LiFePO
O4; the peakss (2θ)
att 1.25º, 2.11º, 2.27º and 2.53º are ascribed to thee (200), (0200), (301), annd (311) plannes of
FePO4.
d
off the graphitte layers cann be calculaated from thhe graphite (002)
The d-spacing
peak and is shown in Figure
F
5.6. The
T d-spacinng increasedd sharply frrom 3.3741 Å to
t first stag
ge of the chaarging proceess. The d-sppacing of 3.5128 Å from
m the
3.5128 Å at the
002) reflection correspon
nds to the sttage-2 comppound LiC12. Upon reachhing a 50% SOC,
(0
th
he (002) peak intensity decreased
d
wiith further chharging, accompanied byy the initiatiion of
a broad peak at 2θ = 1.6
67˚ resulting from the foormation of the stage-1 compound LiC6.
The
T phase changes that occur in grap
phite during ccharging hass been studieed extensiveely by
Dahn
D
et al.[103, 104], who
w provided
d the phase diagram of LixC in greeat detail, annd by
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Wang et al. using in situ neutron diffraction[105]. Our data is consistent with these
studies. Hence, we focused on the structural evolution of the cathode materials during
the charge/discharge process.
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Figure 5.6. (a) The experiment set-up for operando synchrotron high-energy X-ray
diffraction (XRD) during electrochemical lithium insertion/extraction. (b) Plot of the dspacing value of graphite (002) and voltage during the charge process at a 1 C rate. (c)
Contour plot of peak intensities as a function of reaction time throughout the first
charge/discharge cycle.
In our data analysis, the general structure analysis software (GSAS) program was
used to fit the observed diffraction patterns, which contained multiple phases. Excellent
fitting results were obtained, and as an example, the pattern taken in operando at 20%
SOC, is shown in detail in Figure 5.7. The standard reflections of LiFePO4 and FePO4 are
indicated for comparison. The reflection at 3.47˚ is from the Cu foil. The diffracted
intensity from the lithiated/delithiated graphite, current collectors (Alumina, Copper) and
casing (Iron) were removed during the fitting process.
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Figure 5.7. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction patterns taken in operando at the 20% SOC (λ =
0.10804 Angstrom). The standard XRD patterns of LiFePO4 and FePO4 have been given
for comparison. The position of the reflections around 3.47º is a result of the Cu foil.

5.4.2 Phase Fraction Evolution With Different Cycling Rates
As the battery cell was charged (SOC increased), the diffraction peaks of the
triphylite LiFePO4 phase gradually transformed into the corresponding peaks of the
heterosite FePO4 phase. Since the (200) reflection of LiFePO4 was well separated from
the (200) reflection of FePO4, we were able to use the intensity ratio of this pair of
characteristic peaks to establish the phase fraction change during the charge/discharge
process, obtained using Rietveld analysis and Gaussian fits to the (200) pair peaks. The
normalized phase fractions of triphylite LiFePO4 and heterosite FePO4 as a function of
cell voltages are shown in Figure 5.8, for both the 1 C and the 0.1 C charge/discharge
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cycles. It was found that a single phase (heterosite or triphylite) could be detected only at
the beginning or the end of the charge/discharge process, while the two phases coexisted
in the range of the flat voltage plateau (Fig. 5.8a & 5.8b). The change in the phase
fraction of triphylite and heterosite at 1 C and 0.1 C were found to be quite different. At
0.1 C a single-phase LiFePO4 region was initially observed between 0 and 5% SOC;
thereafter the FePO4 phase appeared after ~ 5% SOC and the phase fraction increased
with increasing charge. The LiFePO4 phase decreased with charging and disappeared at
95% SOC; finally, a single-phase FePO4 region appeared between 95 and 100% SOC
(Fig. 5.8a). The opposite sequence of phase formation occurred during the discharging
process (Fig. 5.8a), indicating that the charge/discharge process is completely reversible.
The changes in phase fraction that occurred during the charging/discharging
process clearly show the co-existence of both the triphylite and heterosite phases, except
at the beginning and the end of the charge/discharge (~ 5% SOC range). In addition, in
the two-phase region, the phase fraction exhibited a linear change with the SOC,
suggesting an ideal two-phase behaviour at 0.1 C (Fig. 5.8a), which is consistent with
Meethong’s study[106]. At the higher 1 C rate, the phase fraction change with the SOC
exhibited a slightly nonlinear behaviour at the end of two phase region (Fig. 5.8b).
Meanwhile, the single-phase region extended from 0-5% SOC at 0.1 C to 0-10% SOC at
1 C (for LiFePO4) and from 95-100% SOC at 0.1 C to 85-100% SOC at 1.0 C (for
FePO4) during the charge process, while the opposite observed for the discharge
processes (Fig. 5.8a&b). In particular, for the charge and discharge processes at 1C rate,
there is slightly asymmetric behaviour of the phase fraction for the two phase region
during the charge and discharge processes as the two phase regions are compressed into
the region of 10-85% SOC in charge process and 15%-80% DOD (Fig.5.8b) in discharge
process compared to the region of 5-95% SOC and 5-95% DOD at 0.1 C rate (Fig. 5.8a),
respectively. Also, there is slightly nonlinear behaviour of the curves of both FP and LFP
at the end of the two phase region during the charge process and at the beginning/end of
the two phase region during the discharge process, respectively. Given the consideration
that the phase transition delays observed by XRD for LiFePO4 may happen[107], here, it
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is believed that the asymmetric behaviour at higher rate, 1C, charge and discharge, may
result from the lack of the time for relaxation of the FP during the discharge. In this work,
the cell was discharged right after charge without any rest, hence, there is no time
allowed for FP to relax after lithiation. Under such operating condition, the FP may not
need time to relax at 0.1 C since the system is not too far away from the equilibrium state.
However, at 1 C rate, the system is far away from the equilibrium state, hence, the
asymmetric behaviour is exhibited. We found that the phase fraction change with time
during the discharge process behaves more symmetric if the cell is allowed to rest for a
period of time after the charge (data not shown here). Please note that the variations of
the LiFePO4 and FePO4 phase fractions during the charge/discharge process indicate that
a two-phase reaction occurs concomitant with the plateau in voltage [14, 106].

In

addition, the range over which the single-phase region persisted was significantly larger
at the higher charge/discharge rate. This is an additional important finding, and will be
discussed in more detail below.
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Figure 5.8. Phase fraction evolution during charge-discharge of the 1st cycle at 0.1 C, (b)
Phase fraction evolution during charge-discharge of the 1st cycle at 1 C. Filled circles
correspond to LFP (LiFePO4); empty circles correspond to FP (FePO4).
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5.4.3 Unit Cell Volumes and Lattice Parameter Evolution with Different
Cycling Rates
The unit cell volumes (determined from GSAS refinements of the two structures)
of both LiFePO4 and FePO4 were found to change with the reaction time (Fig. 5.9), and
we designate LiFePO4 as Li1-xFePO4 (Li-rich triphylite) and FePO4 as LiyFePO4 (Li-poor
heterosite) in Figure 5.9 and the discussion hereafter. At the 0.1 C rate, at the very
beginning of charging process, i.e. between 0% ~5% SOC, only one phase, the Li1xFePO4

(Li-rich triphylite) existed (Fig. 5.9a). Thereafter, the unit cell volume of Li1-

xFePO4

(Li-rich triphylite) decreased slowly with the reaction time until 95% SOC,

suggesting that the Li1-xFePO4 (Li-rich triphylite) was undergoing a single-phase solidsolution reaction mechanism (the change of unit cell volume with reaction time during
charging/discharging

process

is

characteristic

of

the

solid-solution

reaction

mechanism[21, 101]). Meanwhile, the LiyFePO4 (Li-poor heterosite) phase starts to
emerge after 5% SOC, and its unit cell volume slowly decreased with reaction time to the
end of charging process, i.e. 100% SOC, indicating that LiyFePO4 (Li-poor heterosite)
was also undergoing a single-phase solid-solution reaction mechanism (in the region of 5100% SOC). Clearly, from our operando synchrotron experiment, in the region of 5-95%
SOC (Fig.5.9a), two separate single-phase solid-solution reactions, both Li1-xFePO4( Lirich triphylite) and

LiyFePO4 (Li-poor heterosite), occurred simultaneously at the

LiFePO4 cathode system. To differentiate our findings from the conventional single-phase
solid-solution reaction mechanism, we call this behaviour a “dual-phase” solid-solution
reaction mechanism (ie. both the LiyFePO4, Li-poor heterosite phase and Li1-xFePO4, Lirich triphylite phase are present at the same time, but in differing amount). Note that close
to the end of the charging process, i.e. between 95 and 100% SOC, only one phase
LiyFePO4 (Li-poor heterosite) existed. This is different from the findings of Yamada, et
al., which indicated the existence of solid solution only at the very beginning and end of
the charging[108].
On the other hand, even our results show that both Li1-xFePO4 (Li-rich triphylite)
and LiyFePO4 (Li-poor heterosite) could transform through solid-solution path, however,
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at the relative low cycling rates, two-phase reaction mechanism still dominates the
process[96]. The dual-phase solid-solution behaviour was found to be strongly dependent
on the cycling rates. For the cell cycled at 1 C, within the dual-phase solid-solution
region (Fig. 5.9b, i.e. between 10 and 85% SOC), Li1-xFePO4 experienced a similar
decrease in the unit cell volume as occurred with the 0.1 C rate discharge, but at a much
higher rate. It is noteworthy that at the 1 C rate, the LiyFePO4 phase (Li-poor heterosite),
which formed during the charging process, possessed a much larger unit cell volume than
the literature reported values[14, 106] and exhibited a much faster rate of change in terms
of the unit cell volume. The unit cell volume difference between the Li1-xFePO4 cell and
the LiyFePO4 cell changed from V= 6.0% at 0.1 C (Fig.5.9a) to V= 5.6% at 1 C
(Fig.5.9b). This is different from the reported value of 6.5%[14], the unit cell volume
difference between two end members LiFePO4 and FePO4. We proposed that this
difference between our values and the value reported is caused by the existence of an
single-phase solid-solution path, as theoretically predicted under nonequilibrium
conditions[96]. Meanwhile, in the region of the single-phase solid-solution reaction (010% and 85-100% SOC, and 0-10% and 80-100% DOD in Fig.5.9b), the unit cell volume
of both Li1-xFePO4 and LiyFePO4 changed at much higher rates than those at 0.1 C
(Fig.5.9a). Interestingly, the behaviour of
xFePO4

the unit cell volume change of both Li1-

and LiyFePO4 phases is almost symmetric during lithiation and delithiation

process at 0.1 C rate (Fig.5.9a) while at 1C rate, the behaviour of the unit cell volume
change for LiyFePO4 phase is slightly asymmetric (Fig.5.9b). During the discharge
process, the unit cell volume slowly increases in the single phase region, then after enters
the two phase region, slightly decreases (almost like a plateau) and rises up all the way to
the end of the two phase region. It is reported that for LiCoPO4 cathode, the character of
structure changes observed at charge and discharge is quite different, it is slightly
asymmetric for Li-rich phase while discharge induces a strong increase of the cell volume
change for Li-poor phase[109]. For the LiFePO4 system studied here, a similarly
asymmetric unit cell volume change for Li-poor phase may exist especially at the higher
rate, which may be ascribed to the lack of time for FP relaxing after charge at higher rate,
1 C, as we explain the behaviour of phase fraction change in Fig.5.8b in section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.9. (a).Unit cell volume evolutions during charge-discharge of the 1st cycle at
0.1 C, (b). Unit cell volume evolutions during charge-discharge of the 1st cycle at 1 C.
Filled circles correspond to LFP (Li-rich triphylite); empty circles correspond to FP (Lipoor heterosite).
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To further describe the delithiation of Li1-xFePO4 during charging, the lattice
parameters of Li1-xFePO4 and LiyFePO4 are plotted as a function of reaction time in
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.10. Lattice parameter evolution during the 1st cycle of charge-discharge at 0.1
C, calculated from the refinement data. Filled circles correspond to Li1-xFePO4; empty
circles correspond to LiyFePO4.
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Figure 5.11. Lattice parameter evolution during the 1st cycle of charge-discharge at 1 C,
calculated from the refinement data. Filled circles correspond to Li1-xFePO4; empty
circles correspond to LiyFePO4.
The lattice parameters a and b of both Li1-xFePO4 and LiyFePO4 changed in the
same manner as that of the unit cell volume in Figure 5.9, with a higher rate at 1 C than at
0.1 C. However, the lattice parameter c remains relatively unchanged. The variation in
Li1-xFePO4 and LiyFePO4 phase fractions demonstrates the two-phase reaction and the
change in Li1-xFePO4 and LiyFePO4 lattice parameters indicates the solid solution[101,
110]. Considering the phase fraction changes (Fig. 5.8) and the unit cell volume ( lattice
parameters )changes (Fig. 5.9) at both 0.1 C and 1 C rates, it is clear that the LiFePO4
cathode simultaneously experienced both a two-phase reaction and a dual-phase solidsolution reaction over the entire range of the flat voltage plateau. The extent of each
reaction mechanism in the charging/discharging process is strongly affected by the
charging rate, namely, the applied current density. It is important to note that this is in
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contrast to prior observation of such phenomenon, which was only observed in a very
small voltage region (3.49 V~3.52 V)[101]. Our results show that such co-existing
reaction mechanisms occur over the entire range of the flat voltage plateau.
This finding is further supported by Figure 5.12(a), which summarizes the
evolution of the unit cell volume during the discharge process as a function of rate. The
change in unit cell volume with depth of discharge (DOD) became more rapid as the
charge/discharge rate increased. The unit cell volume difference (V) between the
LiFePO4 phase and the FePO4 phase decreased with increasing rate of discharge, and was
about V=5.0% at 3C and V=4.8% at 5 C, much smaller than was observed at lower
rates (V=6.0% at 0.1 C and V=5.6% at 1 C). Importantly, the region of the dual-phase
solid solution narrowed with the increased charge/discharge rates (i.e. from the region of
5-95% DOD at 0.1 C to the region of 20-75% DOD at 5 C). Eventually, at extremely high
rates, it is anticipated that the region of the dual-phase solid solution may be diminished
as shown in Figure 5.12(b), which is taken from the extrapolation of the data in Figure
5.12(a). Consequently, this also demonstrates that with increasing charge/discharge rates,
the dual-phase solid-solution region will be compressed and the single-phase solidsolution region will be expanded.
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To date, the mechanism of the Li+ ion insertion/extraction in the LiFePO4
electrode has remained a matter of debate. The two-phase growth process[14, 19, 23, 111,
112] involves the coexistence of both phases (LiFePO4 and FePO4), which is in
contradiction to the solid-solution reaction observed in both LiFePO4 nanoparticles[15,
108, 113, 114] and bulk LiFePO4 materials[101]. Our operando experiment reveals that
(1) the phase fractions of both LiFePO4 and FePO4 (Fig. 5.8) change with SOC at both
low rates (i.e. 0.1 C) and high rates (i.e. 1 C), suggesting that the LiFePO4 electrode is
undergoing a two-phase reaction mechanism in the entire flat voltage plateau; (2) the unit
cell volume of both LiFePO4 and FePO4 (Fig. 5.9) changes with the SOC at both low
rates (i.e. 0.1 C) and high rates (i.e. 1 C), indicating that the electrode is experiencing the
dual-phase solid-solution reaction mechanism, and (3) the difference (V ) in the unit cell
volume between the LiFePO4 phase and the FePO4 phase reduces as the rate increases
(Fig. 5.12), implying that the region over which the dual-phase solid-solution exists will
be compressed with increased rates and, eventually, may be diminished at extremely high
rates. It is well known that the insertion and desinertion of Li+ ion within the LiFePO4
electrode undertake the two-phase pathway while the LiFePO4 electrode is
charged/discharged at very low rate (i.e. very small over-potential) which is close to the
equilibrium state [96]. Under such condition (i.e. close to the equilibrium state), the
relaxation of the lattice structure allows the evolution of two-phase structure. In other
words, it is more closed to a thermodynamically controlled process. However, as the
charge/discharge rate is significantly increased, the insertion/deinsertion process becomes
kinetic controlled which does not allow the relaxation of the lattice structure, rather, the
homogeneous distribution of LiFePO4 and FePO4 occurs, namely, the solid solution is
formed. Hence, the process is dominated by the solid solution pathway [115]. Our results
suggest that the insertion/deinsertion process is rate dependent and the two different
mechanisms, two-phase and solid-solution, co-exist. At very low over-potential (i.e. very
low rate charge/discharge), the process is dominated by the two-phase mechanism while
it might be dominated by the solid solution mechanism at very high over-potential (i.e.
very high rate charge/discharge). Between the two extremes, the process is controlled by
both mechanisms with different ratios depending on the rate.
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From points (1) and (2), the conclusion can be drawn that the LiFePO4 cathode
experiences a dual-phase solid-solution reaction mechanism over the entire
charge/discharge process. In other words, the LiFePO4 cathode in a commercial cell
experiences neither an exclusive two-phase reaction mechanism nor an exclusive singlephase solid-solution reaction mechanism. Considering the third point, it can be concluded
that the excellent high-rate performance of LiFePO4 cathodes may be attributed to the
reduction of the dual-phase solid-solution region and the increase of the single-phase
solid-solution region with increasing rate. Compared with the two-phase reaction, the
solid-solution reaction transformation path holds a significant advantage: the
transformation of Li+ ions into the LiFePO4 cathode is more facile and homogeneous[19].
In addition, the solid-solution phase existing inside the region of the dual-phase solid
solution also helps facilitating the transformation process of Li+ ions. This is also
consistent with what has been theoretically predicted by Bai et al. [94], namely, that the
region of the dual-phase solid solution is compressed with the increased rate, while the
single-phase transformation region is expanded.

5.5 Conclusion
In summary, the structural changes in a real-world LiFePO4 18650 cell were
investigated using advanced in operando synchrotron x-ray diffraction (XRD). The
mechanisms of Li ion intercalation in the LiFePO4 cathode were elucidated from the
structural changes observed. The LiFePO4 cathode in the commercial 18650 cell
undergoes neither a complete two-phase reaction mechanism nor a complete single-phase
solid-solution reaction mechanism. Rather, the cathode simultaneously experiences both a
two-phase reaction mechanism and a dual-phase solid-solution reaction mechanism over
the entire range of the flat voltage plateau. Outside the flat voltage plateau, the cathode
still experiences a single-phase solid-solution mechanism in a very small range of SOCs.
The observed changes of the dual-phase solid-solution region with DOD may provide an
explanation for the excellent rate performance of the LiFePO4 cathode in the commercial
18650 cell. Critically, by exploring the microstructural evolution that occurs in the
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LiFePO4 electrode of a “real-world” 18650 cell, we have elucidated the Li+ ion
insertion/extraction mechanism in such a way as to maximise the impact on real battery
design and application than the results obtained from coin cells or lab cells.
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6. STUDY OF CAPACITY FADE MECHANISM OF LiFePO4 IN A COMMERICAL
18650 CELLS: AN IN SITU TIME-RESOLVED HIGH ENERGY
SYNCHROTRON XRD STUDY

6.1 Abstract
We report a new in-situ high energy synchrotron X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
technique to study the capacity fade mechanism of the commercial LiFePO4 18650
batteries. It was found that loss of active lithium source from the system was primary
source of capacity fading for commercial cells. In depth analysis of in situ microstructure
evolution during 2500th cycle times (80% capacity) showed that the physical deterioration
of both LiFePO4 cathode and graphite anode won’t occur during long-term cycling at 1C
rate. However, with the increasing cycling numbers, the LiFePO4 particle size will
continue to grow which make the solid-solution behavior decay.

6.2 Introduction
Lithium-ion batteries, which were firstly commercially introduced into the market
in 1991 by Sony[10], have been widely used for both portable electronics (i.e. cellphones,
laptops, etc.) and transportation (i.e. electric vehicles and hybrid electric vehicles).
Comparing to the traditional cathode materials such as LiCoO2, LiNO2 and LiMn2O4, the
Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4) has attracted much more attention as a promising
positive materials for the next generations of Li-ion battery applications[54, 88, 116] and
so far, the performance of LiFePO4 has been greatly improved[32, 85, 86]. Meanwhile,
the combination of graphite negative electrode and LiFePO4 positive electrode is still the
first choice for most manufactures producing LiFePO4-based cells due to several factors
such as cost and cycling stability [117-120].
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The development of those applications as portable electronics and transportation
demands batteries with long-term reliability, which has become an important issue for the
utilization of Li-ion batteries. And to elucidate the capacity failure mechanism of the
batteries is critical important to design the durable batteries. Some non-intrusive
electrochemical techniques such as galavanostatic cycing at different rates, hybrid pulse
power characterization, and electrochemical impedance, which successfully, in some
extent, deduce the source of degradation[16, 121-126]. But in- depth understanding of
microstructural changes of the active materials during long term cycling should be further
elucidated by spectroscopic techniques. Ex situ characterization techniques such as X-ray
Diffraction, X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy, Raman Spectroscopy, IR spectroscopy,
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) have
been developed and applied to study the source of degradation, which results in many
interesting findings[118, 120, 121, 126-129]. However, for the characterization methods
mentioned above, the structural information was obtained by ex-situ methods in an
uncontinuous way. Therefore, it is more advantageous to introduce an in situ
spectroscopic technique that can provide a powerful tool to characterize battery materials
in real time and real process.
Up to now, few reported the capacity fade mechanisms in the commercial
batteries[117, 130-132], although many of commercial electrode materials have been
investigated in the lab[118, 120, 133]. Compared with the lab-made coin cells or pouch
cells, it is much more scientific and engineering important to understand microstructure
evolution during normal cycle in the commercial cells. And, to our knowledge, in-situ
monitoring of microstructure evolution during the capacity fade process in either a
commercial battery or lab-made batteries has never been reported before.
In this work, the capacity failure of LiFePO4 cell in normal cycle was
systematically investigated. The commercial 18650 LiFePO4 cells (A123 Systems) were
chosen to be cycled under normal cycle until failure with the 80% capacity (typical
criteria for EV application). The failed cells along with the pristine cells were
characterized using TEM for the morphology changes. The cells were in situ
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characterized and the microstructure of the electrodes was investigated using synchrotron
high-energy X-ray diffraction during different cycle numbers. Synchrotron high-energy
X-rays with photon energy of 115 KeV are capable of penetrate through thick samples,
which allows us to probe commercial 18650 LiFePO4 cells without any cell modification
and the results are presented herein.

6.3 Experiment

6.3.1 Battery
The commercial cells chosen for this study were A123 18650 LiFePO4 cells
(APR18650M 1A 3.3 V 1100 mAh) from A123 Systems (Cambridge, MA). All batteries
used in the experiment are from the same batch which ensures that all materials and
manufacturing conditions are the same. No special modification was needed for the
18650 cells and each cycling test was repeated on at least three different cells to ensure
data reproducibility.

6.3.2 Electrochemical Characterization
Galvanostat tests were performed with an Arbin Battery Cycler (BT-2000, Arbin,
TX). The cells were charged to 3.60 V at 1 C rate (constant current of 1.10 A) first; then,
the charging was continued at a constant voltage of 3.60 V until the current was < 0.02 A,
which is regarded as a 100 % state of charge (SOC) or 0 % depth of discharge (DOD).
After a short rest (i.e. 5 min), the cell was discharged at 1C rate until the voltage reached
2.00 V, which is the discharge cutoff voltage of the cell and this procedure is regarded to
be a 100% depth of discharge (DOD). After a short rest, the cell was charged to 3.60 V
again. The charge/discharge cycle kept running until the cells failed.
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6.3.3 TEM and In-situ High-Energy XRD Characterization
The morphology of LiFePO4 cathode in the failed cells along with the pristine
cells was characterized by High-resolution TEM (JEOL-2100F, Japan). The high-energy
synchrotron beamline of the Advanced Photon Source 11-ID-C (Argonne National
Laboratory, IL) with a fixed high-energy X-ray beam (λ = 0.10804 Å, E = 115 keV, a
beam size of 0.2 mm × 0.2 mm) was used to in-situ monitoring the microstrucutre
changes of A123 18650 LiFeO4 cells during normal cycles. An A123 18650 LiFeO4 cell
was placed on the stage of the beamline and the high-energy synchrotron beam was
penetrated through the cell while the cell was cycled using a Maccor battery test system
(Tulsa, OK) with the same charge/discharge protocol mentioned in Electrochemical
apparatus part of Experimental, while two dimensional (2D) diffraction patterns of the
corresponding crystalline phases of each component in the cell (i.e. graphite, LiFePO4,
and stainless steel case) were recorded simultaneously during cycling. The diffraction
data was collected every 34 seconds, and 106 diffraction patterns were obtained
throughout the charge/discharge cycle. The obtained 2D diffraction patterns were
calibrated by using a standard CeO2 sample and converted to 1D patterns using the Fit2D
software. The observed diffraction patterns which contained multiple phases were fitted
by the general structure analysis software (GSAS) program.

6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Electrochemical Performance
The A123 18650 LiFePO4 cells were cycled under normal condition (100% SOC
and 100%DOD) at a 1 C rate (corresponding to current of 1.1A), respectively. And the
charge/discharge curves of an A123 18650 cell under normal cycle is presented in Fig.
6.1a, which shows that the cell performance at different cycle numbers ranging from 1 to
2500 cycle. The observed profiles are typical of LiFePO4/Graphite full cells, while the
charge plateau is 3.4 V and the average voltage for discharge was about 3.2 V. The cycle
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performance of A123 18650 cells under normal cycle conditions is shown in Fig. 6.1b. It
is clear that repetitive cycling will result in the capacity fade. And the degradation rate is
almost constant from 1st cycle till 2500th cycle numbers.
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Figure 6.1. (a) Voltage profiles at 1C for the A123 LiFePO4 commercial cell at different
cycle numbers; (b) The capacity retention of an A123 LiFePO4 18650 cell with cycle
numbers under normal charge/discharge conditions at a 1C rate.
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6.4.2 Morphology of LiFePO4 Cathode
The morphology of LiFePO4 particles was studied by TEM as shown in Figure
6.2. As it can be seen in the Figure 6.2(a), the TEM images of the LiFePO4 in a fresh cell
shows that the cathode materials have a not very broad particle size distribution with the
average particle size around 60 nm ± 20 nm, as shown in Figure 6.2(b). Meanwhile,
though different geometric shapes could be found in the cathode materials, the size and
shape of the primary particles is still very uniform. The TEM images of the LiFePO4 in
the cell after 2500th cycles (The cell and the fresh cell are from the same batch) have
been shown in the Figure 6.2 (c). As it can be seen from this figure, after 2500th cycles,
the geometric shapes of the primary particles have altered a lot. The fresh cells own
round-shaped nanoparticles, while after 2500th cycles, the particles of the cells have
grown in the disordered direction and own flake-shaped geometric. Meanwhile, the
particles are much bigger than the original ones as it can be seen in Figure 6.2(d).
Obviously, though the LiFePO4 structure won’t collapse, the particles of LiFePO4 cathode
still continue growing, and this might have a significant impact on the electrochemical
performance of commercial cells.
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process, which corresponds to the phase transformation from LiC12 to graphite. The phase
changes that occur in graphite have been studied extensively by Dahn et al and our data is
consistent with these studies. Importantly, we found that after 2500th cycle numbers, the
phase transformation behaviour is almost constantly with that observed during 1st cycle.
Obviously, the graphite anode is very stable and the structure collapse won’t occur before
80% capacity loss for the commercial A123 18650 cell. Hence, we focused on the
structure evolution of the cathode materials during the long time cycles.
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Figure 6.4. Plot of the D-spacing value of graphite (002) as a function of DOD at1 C rate
during 1st and 2500th cycle. Empty circles correspond to 1st and filled circles correspond
to 2500th cycle.
XRD patterns between 2θ= 1.0˚ and 2.8˚ during discharge process at 1C rate as a
function of depth of discharge (DOD) has been shown in the Figure 6.5. The expected
diffraction peak (2θ) at 1.21˚, 2.06˚, 2.21˚ and 2.47˚ are ascribed to the (200), (020),
(301) and (311) planes of LiFePO4; the peaks (2θ) at 1.25˚, 2.11˚, 2.27˚ and 2.53˚ result
from the (200), (020), (301) and (311) planes of FePO4. XRD patterns evolution during
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the 1st cycle has been shown in Figure 6.5(a). During the discharge process, lithium ions
will intercalate FePO4, forming LiFePO4, and deintercalate from lithiated graphite,
forming graphite. As a result, the diffraction peaks of FePO4 will transform to LiFePO4
correspondingly. Finally, at the end of DOD, all FePO4 phases disappear, which indicate
that the FePO4 phase has completely transformed to LiFePO4 phase. XRD patterns
evolution during the 2500th cycle has been shown in Figure 6.5(b). As it can be seen,
similar phase transformation behaviour has been found in the 2500th cycle and also been
found in other different cycling numbers (not shown here). However, at 100% DOD, the
peaks of FePO4 won’t disappear, which indicated that loss of the active lithium sources is
obvious with the increasing cycling numbers. The (200) reflection of LiFePO4 is isolated
from (200) reflection of FePO4 which makes them the best candidates to establish phase
fraction of LiFePO4 and FePO4 at 100% DOD during different cycling numbers.
Consequently, we are able to obtain residual amount of FePO4 at 100% DOD by using
Rietveld analysis and Gaussian fits to the (200) pair peaks.
Table 6.1. Capacity retention after cycling at 1C rate.
Sample

1st cycle

After
500
cycles
97.4

After
1000
cycles
90.2

After
1500
cycles
89.2

After
2000
cycles
86.1

After
2500
cycles
79.3

Capacity
100
retention after
cycle1 (%)
Capacity
100
97.5
91.2
88.2
85.6
79.8
retention after
cycle2 (%)
1
Capacity retention vs cycling numbers obtained from the electrochemical data
2
Capacity retention vs cycling number obtained from the normalized phase fraction of
LiFePO4 (μLFP) and FePO4 (μFP) in the fully discharge state (100%DOD). The ratio is
determined by the equation: R= μLFP/ (μLFP+ μFP).
The capacity retention, as obtained from the normalized phase fraction of LiFePO4
in the fully discharge state at different cycles, has been shown compared with those
obtained from the electrochemical data. As it can be seen in Table 6.1, the capacity
retention calculated from XRD data coincide well with which obtained from the
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electrochemical data. On the other hand, the phase fraction of the residual FePO4, which
does not participate in the intercalation reaction during discharge, is very consistent with
that of loss of capacity. Obviously, the appearance of the FePO4 phase is very linked to
the decrease of available lithium source during cycling.
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Figure 6.5. XRD patterns between 2θ= 1.0˚and 2.8˚ during discharge process at 1C
rate.as a function of DOD throughout the (a) 1th and (b) 2500th cycles.
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In our data analysis, the general structure analysis software (GSAS) program was
used to fit the observed diffraction patterns. Excellent fitting results have been obtained
with the GSAS (general structure analysis software) program and the pattern taken in situ
at the fully charge state and fully discharge state after 2500th cycles have been given in
the Figure 6.6 (a) and (b). At the fully discharge state, only FePO4 phase (heterosite)
could be found, the refined unit cell volume is 272.0 Å. While at the fully discharge state,
both LiFePO4 phase (triphylite) and FePO4 phase (heterosite) could be determined, and
the refine unit cell volumes are 290.1 Å for FePO4 phase and 271.7 Å for FePO4 phase.
Up to now, whether the physical deterioration of LiFePO4 cathode and graphite
anode will occur with cycling has still not reached a consensus, to a certain extent. But
our in situ experiment clearly reveals that the degradation of both LiFePO4 (Figure 6.6)
and graphite active materials (Figure 6.4) in the A123 commercial 18650 cells won’t
occur before 80% capacity loss.

But with the increasing the cycling numbers, the

residual amount of FePO4 will continue to increase which indicate that the loss of active
lithium is a primary source of capacity fading. Meanwhile, not only the particle size
distribution but also the morphology of the cathode materials has significantly changed
(Figure 6.2).

6.4.4 Unit Cell Volumes Evolution during the Charge/discharge Process with
Different Cycling Numbers
Another important finding in this study is that the unit cell volumes of both
LiFePO4 and FePO4 were found to change with the increasing cycling numbers. As we
found in our previous work, there exists solid-solution reaction in the commercial cell.
Hence, in the following discussion, we designate LiFePO4 as Li1-xFePO4 (Li-rich
triphylite) and FePO4 as LiyFePO4 (Li-poor heterosite). As it can be seen in the Figure
6.7(a), during the 1st discharge process, initially between 0% and ~15% DOD, There exist
only one phase “LiyFePO4” and the unit cell volumes of LiyFePO4 ( Li-poor heterosite)
will decrease, suggesting that the LiyFePO4 was undergoing a single-phase solid-solution
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reaction. During the 15% and 80% DOD, two phases Li1-xFePO4 and LiyFePO4 coexist
and experience a dual-phase solid-solution reaction. And unit-cell volume difference
between Li-poor phase and Li-rich phase was about ΔV= 5.6%. After 80% DOD, only
one phase “Li1-xFePO4” was observed and undergoing another single-phase solid-solution
reaction. The detailed li-ion insertion/deinsertion behavior has been discussed in our
previous work[43]. The unit cell volume evolution during the discharge process at 2500th
cycle has been shown in Figure 6.8(b). As it can be seen in the figure, compared with the
unit cell evolution in the 1st cycle, the unit cell volume evolution behaves very different
after 2500th cycles. Firstly, due to appearance of inactive FePO4 and loss of active lithium
source, after 80% DOD, the FePO4 won’t disappear as the phase transformation. Most
importantly, during the two-phase solid-solution coexistence region, the decay of the
solid-solution behavior is very obvious since the unit cell volume difference between Lipoor phase and Li-rich phase was about ΔV= 6.3%. Cedar once reported that there exists
a solid solution (single-phase) transformation path in the LiFePO4 system[134]. And our
in situ synchrotron XRD results clearly show that in a commercial 18650 A123 cell, the
two-phase and solid solution reaction coexist occur over the entire range of the flat
voltage plateau[43]. And the dual-phase solid-solution region will be compressed with
the increased charge/discharge rate. Here, it is important to note that this behavior (dualphase solid-solution behavior) is not only related with the cycling rates but also the
cycling numbers.

With the increased cycling numbers, the solid-solution behavior

decays. In other word, the lithium ion insertion/deinsertion from LiFePO4 prefers twophase transformation process but solid-solution process. And we proposed this observed
phenomenon may be ascribed to the increased particle size with the increased cycling
numbers. It is reported that during the lithium insertion/deinsertion process, particle size
plays an important role, as the smaller particles are saturated more rapidly and thus
probably transform first while as larger particles, Li transport may become diffusion
limited. Our TEM results (Figure 6.2) clearly show that with the increasing cycling
numbers, not only the particle size but also the geometry shape of LiFePO4 cathode will
alter a lot. After 2500th cycles, the particle will grow bigger in a random direction.
Without a doubt, the will make the lithium insertion/deinsertion diffusion limited.
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Consequently, the solid-solution behavior will decay with the increasing cycling numbers
as we observed in Figure 6.7.
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2500th cycle.
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6.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we report a new in situ high energy synchrotron X-ray Diffraction
(XRD) technique to study the capacity fade mechanism of the LiFePO4 commercial
18650 cells. This new technique has been used to study the in situ structure changes of
both cathode and anode materials at different cycle numbers. It is found that physical
deterioration of LiFePO4 cathode and graphite anode is unlikely to happen before the
cycle with 80% capacity. And the appearance of FePO4 is very consistent with that of loss
capacity. We believe that this new in situ XRD technique will be undoubtedly a powerful
tool for other systems.
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7. IN SITU XANES INVERSTIGATION OF STATE OF CHARGE OF ALL
VANADIUM REDOX FLOW BATTERY

7.1 Abstract
For the first time, synchrotron-based in situ X-ray near-edge absorption
spectroscopy (XANES) has been used to study the valence state evolution of the
vanadium ion for both the catholyte and anolyte in all-vanadium redox flow batteries
(VRB) during charge and discharge processes under realistic cycling conditions. The
results indicate that when using the widely used charge-discharge profile during the 1st
charge process (charging the VRB cell to 1.65 V under a constant current mode ), the
vanadium ion valence did not reach V(V) in the positive side of the catholyte and did not
reach V(II) in the negative side of the anolyte. Consequently, the state of charge (SOC)
for the VRB cell was only 82%, far below the desired 100% SOC. Thus, such
incompletely charged mix electrolytes results in not only wasting the electrolytes but also
decreasing the cell performance in the following cycles. Based on our study, we proposed
a new charge-discharge profile for the first charge process that achieved 100% SOC after
the initial charge process. Utilizing this new charge-discharge profile, the theoretical
charge capacity and the full utilization of electrolytes has been achieved, thus having a
significant impact on the cost reduction of the electrolytes in VRB.

7.2 Introduction
Redox flow batteries (RFBs) have been considered as one of the most promising
technologies for large-scale intermittently renewable energy storage[135]. Compared
with other energy storage systems, RFBs have many advantages such as high storage
capacity, separate storage for energy and power, flexible design, and long cycle life[136].
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A typical RFB cell consists of two electrodes separated by an ion-conducting membrane
and two electrolyte reservoirs which circulate electrolyte solutions on each electrode[136143]. Typically, when the RFB is charging, energy is stored; consequently, ions are
reduced at the anode while ions are oxidized on the cathode in the RFB cell. Hence, there
are always two electrolyte solutions comprising the different redox couples in the RFB
system. Among different types of RFBs, the all-vanadium redox flow battery (VRB)
displays excellent electrochemical activity and reversibility [143-149]. Unlike other
redox flow batteries, a VRB uses the VO2+/VO+ redox couple in the positive half-cell and
the V2+/V3+ redox couple in the negative half-cell as shown in the following:
Positive electrode (cathode side):
charge
VO2+ + 2H+ + e E0 = 0.99 V
VO2+ + H2O
discharge

(a)

Negative electrode (anode side):
charge
V3+ + e
V2+
discharge

E0 = -0.26 V

(b)

VO2+ + 2H+ + V2+ E0 = 1.25 V

(c).

Overall reaction:
charge
2+

VO

3+

+ H2O + V

discharge

This significantly eliminates the cross-contamination effect between the electrolytes
through the membrane. So far, the VRB has the most promising potential for
commercialization. However, the high cost of electrolytes and membranes still hinders its
commercialization[150, 151]. In terms of the electrolytes, the most widely used vanadium
material to prepare electrolytes is either vanadyl sulfate (VOSO4) or vanadium pentoxide
(V2O5). In order to reduce the cost of the vanadium electrolyte, different amounts of
vanadium material with organic or inorganic additives have been studied to improve
solubility and stability of the electrolyte solutions[147, 152, 153]. In addition, increasing
the utilization of electrolytes is also an effective way to reduce the cost of electrolytes.
The state of charge (SOC) of VRB depends on the oxidation state of the ions in the
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electrolyte. The accurate determination of the SOC at different oxidation states of ions is
critical for the utilization of the electrolyte. However, until now, there have been no
reports on the in situ investigation of the relationship between the SOC and the valence
state of the electrolytes. Meanwhile, the utilization of the initial electrolytes are still
unclear due to both the difficulty of monitoring the SOC and to the limited
characterization methods resulting from the poor stability of the vanadium ions exposed
to air. In order to develop new electrolyte solutions for the next generation of VRB with
lower cost, higher utilization, higher energy density, longer cycle life, and better safety,
an in-depth understanding of the relationship between the oxidation state/local structure
changes of the electrolytes and the electrochemical performance is critical. Therefore, in
situ spectroscopic techniques are needed to monitor and study the local structure changes
of the electrolytes during electrochemical cycling. Synchrotron radiation-based X-ray
adsorption spectroscopy (XAS) is very informative when used to probe the environment
around atoms of all states of matter[44]. The X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) is especially powerful to determine the average oxidation state and local
symmetry of the elements in all phases. With these considerations in mind, we carried out
in situ XANES measurements during the cycling of a VRB single cell. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first report to use the in situ synchrotron techniques to study the
redox flow battery. In this communication, we report our work on investigating the
valence state changes of vanadium ions that occur in both the anolyte and the catholyte of
the VRB during the initial charge/discharge process using in situ synchrotron XANES
techniques. This advanced technique provides a nonintrusive, real-time monitoring of the
changes that occur within the electrolytes under real operating conditions.
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7.3 Experiment

7.3.1 Electrolyte and VRB
The all-vanadium electrolyte for both sides was initially made by dissolution of
1.5M VOSO4 in a 2M sulfuric acid solution. The home-made VRB single cells were used
for the experiment. For the batteries, the conductive plastic plates served as current
collectors, carbon felt served as electrodes while a Nafion 112 membrane served as the
separator. The active area of the electrode was 28 cm2. To avoid over-charging the
positive electrolyte, the volume of the positive electrolyte was initially 160 ml, which
was twice of the negative electrolyte (80 ml). After the first charge process, half of the
positive electrolyte solution was suddenly removed from the reservoir, making the
volumes of both sides equal.

7.3.2 In situ XANES Characterization during Electrochemical Cycling
A VRB single cell has been cycled and in situ characterized under a new
charge/discharge profile. The experiment set-up for the in situ XANES study has been
shown in Figure 7.1. The VRB single cell was charged to 1.65 V (the same as the
conventional profile) at a constant current density (60 mA cm-2), and the charging was
continued a constant voltage of 1.65 V until the capacity was close to theoretical value
(3216.6 mAh), which is regarded as a 100 % state of charge (SOC). Then the cell was
discharged at a constant current density (60 mA cm-2) until the voltage reached 0.75 V. In
situ XANES characterization was performed at the K-edge of the vanadium to monitor
the change of the valence state of Vanadium ions in both positive and negative electrolyte
solutions. The XANES measurements were carried out in Fluorescence mode at the
beamline of 20-BM of Argonne Photon Sources, Argonne National Lab, using a Si (111)
monochromator. Energy calibration was performed by using the first derivative point of
the XANES spectrum for V (K-edge = 5463.76 eV). The reference spectra were collected
for each in situ spectrum where vanadium metal foil was used in the reference channel.
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The
T spectra data
d was colllected every 6 minutes. The XANES
S data reducction and anaalysis
fo
ollowed stan
ndard method
ds using the ATHENA sooftware packkage[154].

X-ray
X

Figure 7.1. Th
he experimeent set-up forr in situ syncchrotron XA
ANES experiiment on all VRB
fllow batteriess.

7.3.3 XAN
NES Spectra Linear Com
mbination Fittting Standarrds Procedurres
“Lineear combinaation fitting is convenieently availaable in the Athena soft
ftware
X
speectra of staarting materrials and thhe fully chaarged
package. By selecting XANES
materials
m
as standards, we
w can deteermine the compositionn of electrollytes at diffferent
sttates of charrge by lineaar combinatiion fitting. F
For the positive electroolyte, the staarting
materials
m
(VO
O2+, XANE
ES data num
mber “1”) aand the fullly charged m
materials (V
VO2+,
XANES
X
dataa number “20
0”) were useed as standaard. The speectra during different staate of
ch
harge were determined
d
by
b linear com
mbination fittting: χμ=CVV(IV)* χμ V(IVV)+ CV(V)* χμ
μ V(V),
where
w
χμ V(IVV) and χμ V(V) stands for the
t XANES
S spectra of V
VO2+ and VO
O2+, respectiively;
CV(IV) and CV(V) are the fitted molarr fraction off VO2+ and VO2+. Then the oxidatioon of
vanadium in the positivee electrolytee was determ
mined by thhe equation:: Vx+, wheree, x=
4*CV

(IV)

+ 5*C
5 V

(V),

reespectively. For the neggative electrrolyte, the staring materials
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( VO2+, XANES data number “1”), V3+ (XANES data number “11”)and the fully charged
materials (V2+, XANES data number “20” ) was used as standards. The spectra during
different state of charge were determined by linear combination fitting: χμ=CV(IV)* χμ
V(IV)+

CV(ш)* χμ

V(ш) )+

CV(п)* χμ

V(п),

where χμ

V(IV),

χμ

V(ш)

and χμ

V(п)

stands for the

XANES spectra of VO2+, V3+ and V2+, respectively; CV(IV), CV(ш) and CV(п) are the fitted
molar fraction of VO2+ , V3+ and V2+. The oxidation of vanadium in the negative
electrolyte was determined by the equation: Vx+, where, x= 4*CV (IV) + 3*CV(ш) + 2*CV(п) .

7.4 Results and Discussion

7.4.1 In situ XANES Analysis
The 1.5M VOSO4 in a 2.0 M sulfuric acid solution was initially placed in both the
anode electrolyte reservoir and the cathode electrolyte reservoir. In order to construct the
redox couples for VRB, the initial VO2+ ions in the anolyte needed to be converted into
V2+ ions, while the initial VO2+ ions in the catholyte needed to be changed to VO2+ ions;
then the VRB cell was in a fully charged state, namely, 100% SOC. Hence, the 1st charge
process of the VRB involved the reduction of VO2+ into V2+ ions on the anode side and
the oxidation of VO2+ into VO2+ ions on the cathode side according to the following:
Negative electrode (anode side):
2H

VO

2 → V

H O

(d)

Positive electrode (cathode side):
VO

H O → VO2

2H

(e).

Note that the anode side reduction (d) needs 2 electrons: 2 times the electrons needed on
the cathode side (e). It was expected that the oxidation state of vanadium would be
gradually reduced from +4 to +2 on the anode side, while being increased from +4 to +5
on the cathode side when the first charge process proceeded, and at the end of the charge
process, all of the vanadium on the anode side should be in the +2 valance state, and the
vanadium on the cathode side should all be in the +5 valance state. The current widely
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used method
d for converting V(IV)) to V(V) (positive siide, reactionn (e)) and V(II)
negative side, reaction (d)) is to charge
c
the V
VRB cell att a constant current mode to
(n
1.65V, regard
ded as the co
ompletion off the converrsion[147, 1555, 156] (wee refer this aas the
co
onventional charge proffile). To investigate wheether the com
mpletion is achieved, inn this
work,
w
the VR
RB cell contiinued to charge at a consstant voltagee (i.e. 1.65 V
V) mode unttil the
to
otal Coulombs (required
d for reductio
on and oxidaation) was aachieved (wee refer this aas the
new charge profile).

Figure 7.2. 2D contou
ur plot of vanadium K-edge XA
ANES specctrum during 1st
harge/dischaarge process: (a) negativ
ve, (b) positiive, and (c) voltage proffile during thhe 1st
ch
ch
harge/dischaarge process..
2D co
ontour plotss of XANE
ES spectra ffor both neegative elecctrode electrrolyte
Figure 7.2a)) and positiv
ve electrodee electrolytee (Figure 7..2b) have been presented in
(F
Figure 7.2 to better illustrrate the XAN
NES spectraa evolution. In addition, the VRB vooltage
ge/discharge process is ddisplayed inn the middlee of the XA
ANES
prrofile in thee first charg
sp
pectra (Figu
ure 7.2c). Obviously,
O
th
he electrochhemical proocess for booth sides is well
co
orrelated wiith the evolu
ution of thee XANES ddata. For exxample，thee inflection point
ob
bserved in th
he contour plot
p of XAN
NES data coiincides well with the criitical point iin the
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fully charged state around 250 min. The precipitous voltage drop from 1.65 V around
250 min just corresponds to the beginning of the 1st discharge process.
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Figure 7.3. Typical vanadium XANES spectra show the evolution during 1st charge
process: (a) positive, (b) negative.
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The spectra of vanadium XANES during the first charge process is shown in Figure
7.3a and 7.3b. During the first charge process, the electrolytes were charged under a
constant current mode until the cell voltage reached 0.65V, and then were continuously
charged under the constant voltage (i.e. 1.60V) until the total Coulombs required for
converting all V(IV) to V(V) (positive side, reaction (e)) and all V(IV) to V(II) (negative
side, reaction (d)) respectively, was reached. Consequently, in the positive half-cell, the
K-edge of the vanadium continuously shifted toward the higher binding energy. This shift
is indicative of an increase in the average valence state of vanadium ions in the
electrolyte (Figure 7.3a). The K-edge of the vanadium shifted back to the lower binding
energy during the discharge process, which indicates a decrease in the average valence
state of vanadium in the electrolyte (Figure 7.4a). Meanwhile, in the negative half-cell,
the K-edge of vanadium continuously shifted toward lower binding energy during the
charge process (Figure 7.3b), while it shifted back during the discharge process (Figure
7.4b). In addition to the K-edge, there are other important features in the XANES region:
the pre-edge (labeled 1 in Figure 7.3) and the edge resonance (labeled 2 in Figure 7.3),
which are also sensitive to the effective oxidation state of the vanadium and the chemical
environment surrounding the vanadium site[49]. In the positive half-cell, the catholyte is
typified by a strong 1s→3d pre-edge absorption. In the strong acid solution, both V(V)
and V(IV) exist in the hydrated form, which is a typical coordinated octahedral structure
coordinated with related oxygen atoms and complex water molecules[157]. Since the
intensity and position of the pre-edge is directly correlated to the distortion of the
coordinated octahedral structure[49], during the charge process, the pre-edge peak was
observed to increase in the intensity and to shift toward higher energy (Figure 7.3a). In
the negative half-cell, initially the anolyte was charged from V(IV) to V(II), so the
intensity of the pre-edge will continue to decrease as seen in Figure 7.3b. Theoretically,
the strength of the pre-edge is found to be strongly dependent on the size of the
“molecular cage” defined by the nearest neighbor ligands coordinating to the vanadium
center. Consequently, unlike the VO2+/VO2+ redox couple, the V2+/V3+ redox couple has
a very weak pre-edge absorption. During the discharge process, both the intensity and
position of the pre-edge in VO2+/VO2+ and the V2+/V3+ redox couples (Figure 7.4)
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showed a reversible change. A similar behavior of pre-edge evolution has been observed
in crystalline V2O5 and V2O5 xerogel during the lithium insertion/deinseriton process[48].
In the XANES region, the intensity and shape of the edge resonance was found to be
strongly related to the symmetry of the coordinating atoms surrounding the vanadium
sites. This effect will be discussed in a separate publication in the near future. However,
the reversible changes in intensity and position of edge resonance have also been
observed for both the negative side and the positive side, which strongly confirms the
local structure reversibility of the electrolyte.
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Figure 7.4. Typical vanadium XANES spectra evolution during the first discharge process
(a) positive; (b) negative.
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Figure 7.5. XANES spectra linear combination linear combination fitting, (a) XANES
17th spectrum of negative electrolyte fitted with three components (V4+, V3+ and V2+),
negative; (b) XANES 17th spectrum of positive electrolyte fitted with two components
( V4+ and V5+).
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The vanadium valence of electrolytes at different states of charge can be
determined using a linear combination fitting by selecting XANES spectra of the starting
materials and the end products[158]. The spectra were well fitted, with details of the
standards selection procedure, and an example of a good fit was plotted and is discussed
in Figure 7.5. To better illustrate the vanadium valence evolution in the process of the
first charge, the derived vanadium valence from the XANES data in Figure 7.2a and 7.2c
was plotted against the different charge times in terms of data number and is shown in
Figure 7.6 (time interval between two data numbers is 12 minutes). It is surprisingly
noticed that the average valence of the vanadium ion in the anolyte increased from +4.0
(Figure 7.6, data number 1/beginning of the first charge process) to +4.8 (Figure 7.6, data
number 16, which corresponds to the time for reaching 1.65 V, a threshold for completion
of the first charge process using the conventional charge profile). Meanwhile the average
valence of the vanadium ion in the catholyte decreased from +4.0 (Figure 7.6, data
number 1) to +2.2 (Figure 7.6, data number 16) at data point 16. These data reveal that
the initial VOSO4 electrolyte was not fully charged to V(V) in the positive half-cell and
V(II) in the negative half-cell using the conventional charging profile.

From the

perspective of the charge balance, it is clear that the increase in the average valence state
of the vanadium ions in the positive side requires a decrease in the average valence state
of the vanadium ions in the negative side (valance of vanadium ion in negative side = 2X
valence of vanadium ion in the positive side because 2 electrons are needed on the
negative side reaction (d), while 1 electron is needed on the positive side reaction (e).).
The average valence of the vanadium ion in the anolyte continues to change after data
number 16 and becomes 5.0+ on positive side, while the average valence of the vanadium
ion in the catholyte becomes V (2.0+) at data number 20 (Figure 7.6), which corresponds
to the end of the charge process using the new charge profile. The important finding from
this work is that clearly, the commonly used charge-discharge profile during the first
charge process (charging the VRB to 1.65V under a constant current mode) was not
enough to completely convert all V(IV) to V(V) (positive side) and to V(II) (negative
side); hence, it did not lead to the full utilization of the expensive electrolyte.
Consequently, a mix of the charged electrolyte of VO2+ and VO2+ was obtained and has
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significantly impacted the cell performance as discussed below.
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Figure 7.6. The vanadium valency evolution as a function of data number. The data point
was recorded every 12 minutes.

7.4.2 VRB Single Cell Performance
To investigate the impact of the first charge profiles on cell performance, two
different profiles of the VRB single cell performance after the first charge were
compared.

The charge capacities of the VRB single cells cycled under the same

charge/discharge profile but were charged under different profiles for the first-charge and
are illustrated in Fig. 7.7a. The charge capacity of the VRB single cell based on the new
profile in the second cycle (first working cycle of a VRB cell) is 3255 mAh due to being
slightly overcharged, which is slightly higher than the theoretical value (i.e. 3216.6 mAh
for 80 mL solution) and much higher than that based on conventional profiles (i.e. 2903
mAh for 80 mL), a 12% improvement. The difference of charge capacity between the
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cells with new and conventional first-charge profiles increases with cycle number and
reaches the maximum at about 20 cycles; then, the difference decreases with cycle
number. Such a behavior could be due to two factors: (1) ions crossing over the
membrane and (2) the amount of V(V) and (V(II) on each side. After the first charge
using the new profile, the VRB single cell began to cycle with complete V(V) on the
positive half-cell and complete V(II) on the negative half-cell. This leads to a lower ion
crossover through the membrane[159] and[159] higher electrolyte utilization and,
consequently, a higher charge capacity. On the other hand, due to the mixed charged
electrolytes resulting from using the conventional charge profile in the first charge
process, the VRB cell starts cycling with the mixture of V(V) and V(IV) on negative side
and V(II) and V(III) on the positive side, which leads to higher crossover and lower
electrolyte utilization, and, consequently, lower charge capacity. At 20 cycles, the
electrolytes on both sides of the membrane reached the steady state, and the crossover
was stabilized; thus, the charge capacity reached the maximum. After 20 cycles, the
charge capacity became much smaller than the previous cycles; hence, the capacity
difference became smaller with cycle number. The detailed mechanism of this behavior is
under investigation and will be reported separately soon.
The VRB cells based on both profiles show obvious capacity loss. This may be
due to the cross-over of the vanadium ions and the self-discharge of the VRB cell.
Further investigation of the capacity loss mechanism is ongoing using in situ XANES and
in situ HEXRD and will be reported soon. The energy efficiency (EE) of the VRB single
cell based on the new profile is slightly higher than that based on the conventional profile
(71.0% vs. 67.8% for the first cycle) and is accompanied with a slightly higher
Coulombic efficiency (CE) (83.2% vs. 77.4 % for the first cycle). Thus, the new profile
not only increases the capacity and energy but also increases the efficiency of the cell.
The Coulombic efficiency increased with cycle number for the VRB single cells with
both the first charge profiles. The decrease of charge capacity with cycle number was due
to the use of the thin membrane (Nafion 212, 50 µm) and the cell structure[160, 161],
while the self-discharge decreased much faster because the self-discharge was caused by
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the ion crossover. When the charge capacity was reduced, the corresponding time for
charging was reduced as well, thus, the amount of ions crossing over the membrane
during the period of charging were reduced, as was the self-discharge; hence, an apparent
increase in CE is observed. On the other hand, the high percentage of VO2+/VO2+ and
V3+/V2+ redox couples in both the positive and the negative sides (after charging with the
new profile) improved the electrochemical activity and EE of the cell. There was a small
increase of CE and no decrease of EE after 50 cycles, which indicates good stability for
the VRB single cells based on both profiles.
Based on our results, we demonstrated that using the conventional chargedischarge profile, the initial electrolyte (1.5 M VOSO4 in 2 M sulfuric acid solution) was
not fully oxidized to V(V) ions in the positive side but was fully reduced to V (II) ions in
the negative side, respectively, which resulted in a waste of electrolytes and,
consequently, lower SOC and lower cell performance. In order to fully utilize the
electrolyte, a new charge-discharge profile during the first cycle was proposed. This new
profile effectively increased the utilization of electrolytes to 100% and the initial cell
capacity to the theoretical value in the first VRB single-cell cycle. In addition, this study
helps to better understand the correlation of electrolytes and the performance of the VRB.
'The new charge-discharge profile is an important step in reaching the goal of reducing
the cost of the VRB system to less than $400 per kilowatt-hour [150].
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Figure 7.7. VRB single cell performance: (a) charge capacity and (b) efficiency.
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7.5 Conclusion
In situ XANES technique has been used to investigate the valence changes of
vanadium ions during charge-discharge process in VRB cell for the first time. The
realistic SOC of the cell can be monitored from the valence changes of vanadium ions.
The SOC obtained from conventional charge-discharge profile in the first charge process
is far from 100%, which leads to an unreal VRB cell, waste of electrolytes and
significantly decreases the cell performances in the following cycles. In this study, we
designed and carried out a new charge-discharge profile. A VRB single cell cycled with
this new profile showed a 100% SOC after the first charge process. This can make the
VRB cell to be a real one, increase the utilize rate of electrolytes to be 100% and improve
the cell performance significantly. These results indicate that a VRB system cycling with
an effective charge-discharge profile will be cost-effective and the commercial
application of VRB system will be true in the near future. Furthermore, these results can
also provide guidance to further investigate the mechanisms in VRB system using in situ
XANES technique and highlight the wide range of issues in other flow battery systems or
other air-sensitive systems that could be investigated by this in situ XANES technique.
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8. STORING HYDROGEN USING ENHANCED PHYSICAL ADSORPTION
THROUGH POLARING HYDROGEN MOLECULES

8.1 Abstract
For the project “Storing Hydrogen Using Enhanced Physical Adsorption
Through Polarizing Hydrogen Molecules”, hydrogen storage will be achieved using a
high electric field to polarize the hydrogen molecules and enhance the hydrogen physical
adsorption over sorbents. To prove this concept, the hydrogen molecule adsorption under
the high electric field needs to be measured.

8.2 Experimental

8.2.1 Design of the System for Hydrogen Gas Adsorption
To prove the concept, the experimental apparatus has been designed and consist
of (1) a container which holds the adsorbent and the hydrogen gas, (2) a cooling device to
control the temperature of container, (3) a unit for measuring hydrogen volume, (4) a
high voltage/magnetic field supply, and (5) a potentiostat to control the potentials of the
adsorbents. The container needs to be built using non-conductive and non-magnetic
materials (e.g. glass or polymers) to avoid the interference with electric/magnetic field.
The container should also be capable of withstanding the strong electric/magnetic field.
Sealing of the container is important to avoid any leakage of hydrogen gas. The geometry
of this container will be a flat rectangular glass bottle with the thickness of less than 0.5
cm. The shorter the distance between the two electrodes within the container can be, the
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higher the strrength of eleectric field can
c be, conssequently, thhe higher dippole of hydrrogen
molecules
m
can
n be induced
d. The poten
ntial of the addsorbent surrface will bee controlled uusing
a potentiostatt. A measurrement systeem for hydrrogen gas addsorption (vvolumetric bbased)
will
w be used to
t measure th
he amount of
o the adsorbbed hydrogenn gas.

8.2.2
8
Samplee Holder Deesign
A sam
mple holder which
w
can hold
h
high prressure (e.g. 150 bar) annd wide rannge of
w be desig
gned and useed. A high ellectric field w
will be appliied to
teemperatures (50-300K) will
th
he hydrogen
n molecules inside
i
the saample holdeer. This sampple holder hhas to be maade to
meet
m these crriteria since it is not com
mmercially aavailable. Thhree differennt sample hoolders
have been dessigned.
First, we
w designed
d a sample holder
h
utilizzing a comm
mercially avaailable reinfo
forced
Teflon
T
tube as
a shown in Figure
F
8.1.

Figure 8.1.
8 Sample holder
h
usingg reinforced T
Teflon tube..
A DC
C high electriic field can be
b applied oonto the reinfforced Tefloon sandwicheed by
tw
wo electrodees. The innerr diameter of the tube w
will be 10.0 m
mm and the electric fieldd will
be in the rang
ge of 3-5 kV
V/cm. The reeinforced Teeflon tube uuses a metal mesh to enhhance
th
he strength of
o the tube for withstan
nding the hiigh pressuree. However, this metal mesh
would
w
shield
d the electricc field, whiich makes tthe polarizaation of hyddrogen moleecules
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im
mpossible. In
n addition, the Teflon tu
ube would beecome brittlle at low tem
mperatures, w
which
iss a serious saafety hazard.
Secon
ndly, we designed anoth
her sample holder usingg a Teflon ttube with a thick
wall
w (i.e. 200
0 mm thickn
ness) as sho
own in Figurre 8.2. A sstainless steeel cap with three
sttainless steeel connecto
ors (i.d.=0.2
25) was alsso designedd. A stainlless steel ffringe
un
nderneath th
he Teflon ho
older fringe would ensuure a seal beetween the T
Teflon holdeer and
th
he stainless steel
s
cap. Finite elementt analysis (F
FEA) was caarried out forr this designn, and
th
he thickness of the Teflo
on wall was determined based on thaat FEA anallysis. The eleectric
fiield could bee applied on
nto the Teflon sample hoolder using ttwo electroddes sandwichhed in
th
he Teflon ho
older. Howev
ver, the thicck Teflon w
wall would thhen cause a reduction oof the
ellectric field inside the Teflon
T
tube, and the elecctric field w
would fall onn the Teflonn wall
an
nd cause thee inside of th
he sample ho
older to havve an very w
weak electric field. Thereefore,
we
w designed the
t third sam
mple holder.

Figure 8.2. Deesign of Tefllon sample hholder.
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The th
hird sample holder
h
will be
b made of sstainless steeel as shownn in Figure 88.3. A
Teflon
T
liner will
w be placed inside th
he sample hoolder to insuulate the twoo electrodes. The
tw
wo electrodees will be connected usin
ng two copp er wires thatt are embeddded in epoxyy in a
sttainless steel tube. The electrode an
nd copper wiire will be iinsulated usiing a Teflonn tube
an
nd sheet.

Figure 8..3. Design off sample hollder using sttainless steell.
The fou
urth sample holder wass made of sttainless steeel as shown in Figure 8.4. A
teeflon samplee holder, sho
own in Figure 8.5 and 8.66, was placeed inside the sample holdder to
in
nsulate the two
t
electrod
des. The two
o electrodes were insulaated using a Teflon tubee and
sh
heet. Finally
y, the samplee holder has performed lleaking test at different temperaturees and
prressures as discussed
d
in the followin
ng.
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Figure 8.4
4. Design of sample hold
der by modiffication of coommercial sample holdeer.

Figu
ure 8.5. Desiign of insidee sample hollder (1).
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Figu
ure 8.6. Desiign of insidee sample hollder (2).

8.2.3 In
nsulating and
d Leaking Teest for the O
Obtained Sam
mple Holder
The leaaking test was
w carried out
o on a hom
me-made leak
aking testingg system as iit can
be seen in th
he Figure 8.7. The sam
mple holder (Figure 8.44) was connnected to thee gas
cy
ylinder, pow
wer supply and pressurre control ssystem (Labbview). Thee leaking reesults
du
uring differeent temperatu
ures have beeen shown inn the Figure 8.8 and Figuure 8.9. From
m the
Figure 8.8, it can be seen
n that the preessure of thee sample hollder remainss very stablee after
30151s, even
n the testing pressure is as high as 1134 bar at thhe room tem
mperature (2998K).
For the leakin
ng test at liq
quid nitrogeen temperatuure (77K), thhere is a sm
mall pressure drop
mains stablee at the presssure of 50 baar. The insullating
fiirstly, and affter that, the pressure rem
teest was carried out at diffferent voltag
ges; the resuults show thaat the obtainned sample hholder
co
ould hold th
he voltage ass high as 10
0 kv. Conseqquently, all eexperiments in the folloowing
were
w perform
med at the fou
urth sample holder.
h
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Figure 8.7. Schematic
S
diiagram of home-made lleaking/testing system: (a) High vooltage
power supply
y, (b) pressurre sensor, (cc) control sysstem, (d) sam
mple holderr, (e) dewar fflask,
(d
d) gas cylind
der.
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Figure 8.8. Pressure Vss time curve for the sampple holder att room tempeerature (298K).

Figure 8.9. Pressure Vs Time
T
curve for the sampple holder at liquid nitroogen temperrature
77K).
(7
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8.3 Modeling Results

8.3.1 The Electric Field Needed to Polarize the Hydrogen Molecule
To determine the effect of the electric field on the H2 molecule, we have
performed a series of electronic structure calculations using Gaussian theory. The
ground-state hydrogen bond length was calculated force-optimization, and was
determined to be 0.74410 Å at this level of theory. A series of static electric fields were
then applied along the bond axis, and the total energy and induced dipole moment
calculated, holding the bond length fixed. The linear polarizability can be determined
from this set of energies, using the standard definitions of these terms based on the Taylor
expansion of the energy in an applied field, and compared to the value calculated from
the ground state wave function. This comparison shows that at the lowest electric field
used in these calculations, the energy change is due solely to the linear polarizability.
With an applied field of 0.002 au (1.0284e9 V/m or 3.4304e4 stat V/cm) the induced
dipole is 0.0351 Debeye, with an interaction energy of -3.78e-4 eV. Increasing the
applied field to 0.02 au causes the induced dipole moment to increase to 0.3524 Debye,
with an interaction energy of -0.03767 eV. Finally, increasing of the applied field by
another order of magnitude to 0.2 au yields an induced dipole of 8.142 Debye with an
interaction energy of -6.077 eV. Analysis of the wave function at this field shows the
electrons are in an unphysical distribution, having been removed from the nuclei. The
root of this difficulty lies in performing the calculation is a high electric field while
holding the spacing between the hydrogen atoms fixed. The importance of geometrical
relaxation can be determined by allowing the hydrogen-hydrogen bond length to also
change upon application of the electric field. At an applied field of 0.002 au, there was
no relaxation of the nuclei. At field strength of 0.02 au, the hydrogen bond distance
increased to 0.74614Å, with an induced dipole of 0.3538 Debye and an induced energy of
-0.03775 eV. At an applied field of 0.2 au, the hydrogen molecule is destroyed, with the
hydrogen atoms torn apart by the field. So calculations of the interaction of H2 with
electric fields need to account not only for the relaxation of the electrons in the field, but
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also the relaxation of the hydrogen nuclei. The dipoles of a hydrogen molecule under
different electric field are summarized in Table 8.1.
The hydrogen molecule binding energy is 4.5 eV. The binding energy is also called
the dissociation energy, which is the energy needed to break the hydrogen molecule into
tow neutral atoms. By definition, the electron volt (symbol eV) is equal to the amount of
kinetic energy gained by a single unbound electron when it accelerates through an
electrostatic potential difference of one volt. Thus it is 1 volt (1 joule divided by 1
coulomb) multiplied by the electron charge (1.6022×10−19 coulomb). The hydrogen
molecule bond length is 0.74 Å, defined as the distance between the two nuclei.
Therefore, the electric field needed to move the two nucleuses away from each other in a
diatomic hydrogen molecule can be calculated as this,
4.5
∙
1 ∙ 0.74 ∙ 10
4.5 ∙ 1.6022 ∙ 10
∙
6.0811 ∙ 10
1.6022 ∙ 10
∙ 0.74 ∙ 10

/

1

Thus, the electric field to break down the H-H bond in a hydrogen molecule is
calculated as 6.0811 E+10 V/m. This value is also confirmed by our Quantum modeling
when electric field reaches 1.0 E+11 V/m, the nuclei starts moving. Note that this is the
theoretical limit, the experimental hydrogen gas “breakdown” electric field in a gas
insulation experiment is much lower than this value, 1.96 E+6 V/m which may be due to
the existence of impurity in the hydrogen gas. The experimental measured “breakdown”
electric field may not be the same as the theoretical calculated “breakdown” electric field
because the breakdown electric field in gas insulation experiment involves both the
space-charge fields and ionization processes in which the hydrogen molecule bond may
not be broken. The single hydrogen atom is highly unstable and can’t carry the charge. If
the hydrogen ion is formed in the hydrogen gas insulation experiment as showing in
reaction (2) and the calculated “breakdown” electric field is 2.0892E+11 V/m using the
ionization energy 15.46 eV in reaction (2).
→

15.46

2
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It is highly possible that the hydrogen molecules in a gas insulation experiment
do not break down the H-H bond, namely, hydrogen bond does not break at 1.96 E+6
V/m. In our experiment, 1.0 E+7 V/m has been successfully applied to hydrogen
molecules. Thus, the theoretical hydrogen bond break down electric field should be in
the range of 6.0811 E+10—2.0892E+11 V/m.

8.3.2 The Binding Energy between the Polarized H2 and Sorbent
For a hydrogen molecule with a dipole moment D experiences an electric field E,
the binding energy between the polarized hydrogen molecule and the surface of sorbent
(i.e. carbon black particle) can be expressed as the following
∆

∙

Here, Δ—binding energy,

∙

3

--polarizability, and E, local electric field. For a hydrogen

molecule adsorbed on the surface of the carbon particle, assume that the E is the total
electric field which is the sum of two vectors, the applied external electric field, → ;
and the local electric field → . The carbon particle has good electric contact with the
electrode, therefore, we can use the electric field, 1.0284E+9 V/m in 8.3.1 and the
consequent dipole moment D (0.0351 Debeye, 1.1780 E-31 C·m) generated under such a
field to plug into equation (1) to calculate the binding energy,
∆
22

∙

∙
7.52

1.1780
4

31

∙

∙ 1.0284e9

1.2073
4

Hence, the binding energy of the polarized hydrogen molecule (with dipole
moment D=0.0351 Debeye) under an electric field, 1.0284E+9 V/m, is 1.2073 E-22J or
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7.52E-4 eV. The binding energy of a hydrogen molecule under different electric field is
summarized in Table 8.1.

8.3.3 Comparison of the Binding Energy and the Thermal Energy
The thermal energy of a diatomic hydrogen molecule can be calculated using the
following:
∙

5

While for H2 molecule, UThermal= (5/2)kT (f=5 for H2 molecule). Where f refers to the
degrees of freedom, T refers to the temperature, K, and k to Boltzmann's constant,
1.380 6504× 10−23 JK-1. For a diatomic hydrogen molecule, the degree of freedom is 5
and the thermal energies of a hydrogen molecule are 1.658E-02 eV and 6.4201E-02 eV
corresponding to liquid nitrogen temperature (77K) and room temperature (298K),
respectively. The results are also summarized in Table 8.1. Clearly, the hydrogen
physisportion only occurs when the electric field reaches 1.0284E+10 V/m because the
binding energy is more than the thermal energy (7.5451E-02 eV>6.4201E-02eV) at room
temperature (298K).
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Table 8.1 Summary of calculations
Thermal
energy
(eV)

Energy
Penalty for
storage

Amount of
Hydrogen
Adsorbed (H2
g/Sorbent g)
(3200 m2/g
carbon as sorbent)

7.52E-04

1.658E-02
(77K)

1W/86.4
kJ(24 h)

1.9561
(monolayer,
100% coverage)

0.3524

7.5451E02

6.4201E02 (298K)

8.142

17.4327

Electric
field (V/m)

Dipole
Moment
(Debeye)

Binding
energy
(eV)

1.0284E+07

0.000351

7.52E-08

1.0284E+08

0.00351

7.52E-06

1.0284E+09

0.0351

1.0284E+10

1.0284E+11

0.58684
(monolayer, 30%
coverage)

Assuming a graphite sorbent nanoparticle (40 nm in dia.) with sphere geometry,
an electric field is surrounding this particle if a charge Q is added to the particle, the
electric field (

) surrounding this particle can be expressed as the following:
,
0,

6

If we only consider the value of the electric field under the assumption that the direction
of the electric field

is same as the radius , equation (6) becomes equation (7):
,
0,

7
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Here, Ep, electric field surrounding the particle, V/m; Q-amount of the charge of the
particle, Coulomb, C; ε0-permitivity of space, 8.85×10-12 C2/(N·m2), r-distance to the
particle, m; R-radius of the particle, m. When r<R, the coordinate is inside the particle,
the electric field at that point is zero (conductor). Outside the particle, r>R, electric field
Ep, is

, namely, is the function of r. The closer the hydrogen molecule to the

sorbent particle is, the higher the electric field, Ep is. Assuming the polarized hydrogen
molecule at a position at which the distance between the surface of the carbon particle
and the polarized hydrogen molecule is Infinitesimals (r=R+ ), the electric field at that
point can be set as

,
8

The charge Q can be expressed as Q=q∙A, q-surface charge density, C/m2, A—surface
area of a graphite particle, m2. Surface charge density, q, can be expressed as below:
∙

9

n—number of electrons on the surface of a unit (i.e. hexagonal carbon ring for graphite),
e-—electron charge, 1.6027 e -19 C. For a hexagonal carbon ring on the graphite surface,
Se=4.9188e-20 m2 and plug the q=n ∙3.2583 C/m2 into equation (7), rearrange, we have,
∙

∙

=

and
∙

∙

=

∙ .
∙ .

∙
∙

∙ 9.2047

10 /

The electric field surrounding the sorbent particle reaches the maximum at the very
proximity of surface R and is propositional to the charge density q on the particle as
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shown in equation (7) and essentially becomes the function of the n, number of electrons
on the unit area of a sorbent particle. For one hexagonal carbon ring (6 carbon atoms)
holds 0.5 electron, n =0.5, the

can be 4.60235 E+10 V/m, which makes the binding

energy Eb, 0.33eV, far more than the thermal energy ET, 0.064 eV at room temperature,
hence make a strong hydrogen physisorption. Thus, the binding energy can be controlled
by adjusting the surface charge density. The adjustment of surface charge density can be
achieved by either controlling the potential of the sorbent surface (similar to a capacitor)
or modifying sorbent materials (i.e. coating high charge density metals on the sorbent
surface or doping some elements (i.e. rear earth elements) into the sorbents to alter the
surface electronic structure).
When an electrode (electric conducing or semi-conducting) is placed into liquid
electrolyte which contains ions, the positive charged ions (cations) will be attracted by
the columbic force to the surface of the electrode if excess charges (electrons) exist on
the electrode surface. Thus, an electric double layer is established on the
electrode/electrolyte interface which opposite charges exist in solid phase (electrode) and
liquid (electrolyte) respectively. The distance between two opposite charges is in the
range of 2.75~5.50 Å (1-2 water molecules) and the electric field across this double layer
will be 2~1 e+10 V/m if a 5.5 V potential difference exists over the double layer. Such
high electric fields are difficult to realize under normal conditions because most of
dielectric substances will be discharged. However, the ions and molecules in the electric
double layer should be safe because only one or two layer of ions or molecules in the
electric double layer experience this electric field, and outside the electric double layer,
the ions and molecules will not experience such a strong electric field. Thus, the
discharge is hard to be established. Such a strong electric field can drive many chemical
reactions to proceed which would not occur under normal conditions. These are also
called electrochemical reactions. The polarized hydrogen molecules with a dipole
moment D (induced by an external electric field) will be attracted onto the charged
surface of the sorbent, which will form an electric double layer similar to the one on the
electrode/electrolyte interface. In most case, the adsorbed hydrogen molecules will form
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one or two layers, maybe a very loose third layer according to the BET theory. The
electric field

is the function of distance ,

, and

will decrease with the

distance as shown in equation (6) . Hence, the 2nd and 3rd layer of hydrogen molecules
will experience less and less the electric field

and the discharge of hydrogen

molecules will not occur.

8.4 Optimizing the Operating Parameters

8.4.1 Effect of Electric Field on Hydrogen Adsorption
The essential of this project is to induce a strong dipole of hydrogen molecules
using an electric/magnetic field to enhance the hydrogen adsorption. It is known, in
principle, that the higher the electric field, the larger the dipole of a hydrogen molecule,
hence, the higher the hydrogen adsorption. However, the quantitative relationship
between the electric field and the dipole has to be determined experimentally. Direct
measurement of the dipole is difficult, but the amount of hydrogen adsorbed under
different electric/magnetic fields can be used as an indicator of the dipole. The hydrogen
adsorption under different electric magnetic fields will be measured.

8.4.2 Effect of Surface Area of Sorbents on Hydrogen Adsorption
Sorbents with a high surface area can provide more sites for hydrogen adsorption.
However, high surface area sorbents also have smaller pores that may hinder the
adsorption of hydrogen molecules. Sorbents with different surface areas will be studied to
show the effect of the surface area of sorbents on hydrogen adsorption.
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8.4.3 Effect of Surface Charge of Sorbents on Hydrogen Adsorption
The attraction of polarized hydrogen molecules and the sorbent is proportional to
the dipole of hydrogen molecules and the charge of the sorbents. However, too much
charge on the sorbent surface may generate repulsive forces between the polarized
hydrogen molecules and the sorbents, which may reduce the hydrogen adsorption. The
charge of the sorbents will be adjusted to see the effect on the hydrogen adsorption. Two
other approaches, doping e- donor elements on carbon nanotubes to create charges, and
attaching charged functional groups to the sorbent surface, will also be used to adjust the
charge of the sorbents to see the effect on hydrogen adsorption.

8.5 Synthesis of High Performance Sorbent Materials

8.5.1 Synthesis and Characterization of (nitro-) copper-based Metal Organic
Frameworks
Firstly, we focused our work on the high performance sorbent materials like Metal
–organic frameworks. Metal-Organic Frameworks are crystalline compounds consisting
of metal ions or clusters coordinated to often rigid organic molecules to form one-, two-,
or three-dimensional structures that can be porous[162]. In some cases, the pores are
stable after the elimination of the guest molecules (often solvents) and can be used for the
storage of gases such as hydrogen and carbon dioxide[163]. To date, several MOFs have
been shown to exhibit exceptional H2 and CO2 storage capacity under equilibrium
conditions where pure H2, CO2 or gas mixture is introduced into the pores. By employing
a bi-dentate ligand 5-nitroisophthalic acid, we synthesized a copper based metal organic
polyhedron, which is considered as a miniature MOF, with a formula of Cu24(nitroIPA)24(DMF)n. (nitro-IPA = 5-nitroisophthalic acid; DMF = dimethylformamide). The
general structure of this work includes the preparation of Nitro-MOFs and their structure
characterization. Characterization tools include Single-crystal X-ray diffraction, Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM). Due to the weakly diffracting nature of the crystal, the
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diffraction data were acquired with synchrotron X-ray radiation at ChemMatCARS
beamline, Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory.

A green block

(approximate dimensions 0.10  0.07  0.04 mm3) was placed onto the tip of a 0.1 mm
diameter glass fiber and mounted on a platform diffractometer equipped with an APEX II
detector at 120(2) K. The data collection was carried out using synchrotron X-ray
radiation ( = 0.41328 Å, diamond 111 monochromator) with a frame time of 0.5 second
and a detector distance of 7.0 cm. Two major sections of frames were collected with 0.5˚
stepsize in  and a detector position of -5˚ in 2. Data to a resolution of 0.80 Å were
considered in the reduction. Final cell constants were calculated from the xyz centroids
of 1255 strong reflections from the actual data collection after integration (SAINT). The
intensity data were corrected for absorption (SADABS). The space group P-1 was
determined based on intensity statistics and systematic absences. The structure was
solved and refined using SHELXTL. The BET surface area and porosimetry of the
synthesized compounds were measured using nitrogen adsorption-desorption (Beckman
Counter SA 3100). Before adsorption measurements, the specimen was heated from
room temperature up to 573 K, evacuated to 10-3 Pa, and then kept at that temperature
and under that vacuum outgassing for 2 h. The specific surface area was determined by
the BET method, and the pore size distribution was obtained from the N2-desorption
curve by the BJH (Barrett-Joyner- Halenda) method.
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Figure 8.10. The green block was placed onto thhe trip of a 00.1mm diam
meter glass fibber.
hesis of (nitrro-) copperr based mettal organic framework
ks: The Nitroo-CuSynth
MOF
M
compleexes are goin
ng to be syn
nthesized viaa a conventioonal thermall reaction (F
Figure
8.10)[164]. Briefly,
B
50 mM
m copper(II) nitrate solution in DMF is addded to an equal
am
mount of nitro-isophth
n
halic acid orr its derivaatives dissollved in DM
MF as well. The
reesulting solu
ution is heaated at 80˚C
C for 12 hoours. The ccorrespondennt nitro-Cu-M
MOF
co
omplexes formed
fo
will precipitate out as miicrocrystals due to thee much redduced
so
olubilities off these macro
omolecules.
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Figure 8.11. Preparation of the nitro-copper based metal organic frameworks.
Structure analysis of the obtained Nitro-Cu-MOFs: The secondary building
unit(SBU) for the obtained Nitro-Cu-MOFs could be shown in Figure 8.11, expanded to
show the four 5-nbdc ligands, each coordinated to a dicopper paddle wheel unit via one
of their carboxylate groups. The second carboxylate group of each 5-nbdc ligand
coordinates to another paddle wheel unit, generating the extended structure. As well, both
of the independent copper centers and both of the independent 5-nbdc ligands are
incorporated into each sheet.
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Figuree 8.12. The secondary bu
uilding unit ((SBU) for thhe obtained N
Nitro-Cu-MO
OFs.
The 3-D
Dimensionall structure off Nitro-Cu-M
MOF compllexes could be viewed vvia aax
xis in Figu
ure 8.12. The
T
structurre can be described aas a 3-dim
mensional poorous
co
oordination polymer wh
hich consists of Cu dim
mers as a buuilding unit.. Each Cu atom
displays 5-fo
old square pyramidal
p
co
oordination geometry bby bonding to four carbboxyl
ox
xygen and one
o oxygen from DMF. The X-ray crystallograaphic analysiis revealed tthat 2
crrystallises in
n the space group
g
P-1 with
w 3 copperr atoms, 3 55-nbdc ligandds, 3 coordinnated
DMF
D
molecu
ules and 5 gu
uest DMF molecules
m
in the asymmeetric unit.The obtained N
NitroCu-MOFs
C
haave the poten
ntial to be very
v
porous. However, aas oval-shappe d channells are
prresent in thee extended structure. Th
hese channelss are 3.7 A˚ wide at thee narrowest ppoint,
an
nd in the cry
ystal structure they are filled
f
by gueest DMF moolecules. Thee obtained N
NitroCu-MOFs
C
had
d a specific surface areaa of 576.27m
m2/g and a poore volume oof 0.32 m3/g..
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Figure 8.13. The
T 3-Dimeensional stru
ucture for thee obtained N
Nitro-Cu-MO
OFs. (View aalong
a--axis. Hydro
ogen atoms are
a omitted for
f clarity).

8.5.2 Synthessis and Charaacterization of High Surrface Area C
Carbon Nanotubes
Synth
hesis of Su
uper-Multila
ayer-Walled
d Carbon Nanotubess via Chem
mical
Vapor
V
Decom
mposition (CVD)
(
overr ZSM-5 caatalysis: In tthis work, w
we have preppared
th
he CNTs viaa chemical vaapor decomp
position (CV
VD) of propaane over a seeries of cataalysts,
which
w
were generally
g
useed for the pro
oduction of ssyngas, and some primaary results annd are
prresented as follows. Th
he catalysts were prepaared by imm
mersing ZS
SM-5 (Si/Al=
=2:1)
su
upport into a 1.0 M meetal nitrate aqueous
a
soluution at room
m temperatuure for 24 hh, and
affter removin
ng the liquid, the solid prroducts weree calcined att 600 ˚C for 8 h. Before used,
th
he catalysts were
w in situ reduced by hydrogen. T
The CVD exxperiments w
were perform
med at
800 ˚C using furnace as carbon resourrce and overr the catalystts prepared aabove.
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Chara
acterization
n of CNTs:: Figure 8.114 shows thhe TEM miccrographs oof the
CNTS
C
preparred the Fe/Z
ZSM-5 cataly
yst. It can bbe found thaat the CNTs possess a ssupermultilayer-wa
m
alled texturee, with an av
verage inner diameter off ca. 10 nm. The inclusion of
caatalyst particcle in the ended top of th
he CNTs (seee Figure 8.114) and the ppresence of nnodes
in
n the chann
nel of the CNTs
C
suggeest a “tip” growth meechanism foor the CNT
Ts we
sy
ynthesized.

4. TEM micrrographs of the
t CNTs prrepared basinng on the Fee/ZSM catalyyst.
Figure 8.14
The obtaained CNTs on Fe/ZSM
M-5 catalyst hhad a specifi
fic surface arrea of 188.2 m2/g
nd a pore vo
olume of 0.8
81 m3/g, wh
hile the obtaained CNTs on Co/ZSM
M-5 catalyst hhad a
an
sp
pecific surfaace area of 27
76.45 m2/g and
a a pore voolume of 0.772 m3/g.

8.5.3 Syntthesis of Steaam Etched C
Carbon Blackks
Synth
hesis proced
dure for corrrosion proocess for caarbon black
ks: Two diffferent
caarbon blacks, a high-su
urface-area (1500 m2/g) black pearl 2000 (BP2000), and a lowsu
urface-area (254
(
m2/g) carbon
c
black
k Vulcan XC
C72 (XC72)) were used.. Both XC722 and
BP2000
B
weree as received
d from Cabo
ot (Billerica, MA). A furrnace with a gas inlet annd an
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exit was used for the steam etching experiment. The aggregates of these carbon black
powders were milled before etching experiments. The milled carbon black powders were
placed into the tube furnace and then were purged with nitrogen while the temperature
was increased through programmed heating at a heating rate 5 ˚C/min. The steam was
introduced into the furnace when the furnace reached the desired temperatures and the
steam continued flowing through the furnace for a certain length of time. The flow rate of
steam is 0.5 cm3/min (water) and the flow rate is the same in all experiments. The steam
etched products were labeled as XCx-y or BPx-y, where x represents the steam etched
temperature and y is the steam etched time, while XC and BP represent carbon black XC72 and Black Pearl 2000, respectively.
Characterization of steam etched carbon blacks: The weight loss, that particle
size and the calculated full width at half maximum of the diffraction peak of carbon black
samples are summarized in Table 8.2. For both XC72 and BP2000, the weight loss
increases with the steam etching temperatures and times. Compared with XC72 samples,
the BP2000 carbon blacks show a larger weight loss than the XC72 samples at the same
temperature and etching time. The weight loss of the XC1000-3 is 67.12%, while the
weight loss BP1000-1 is 100%. In the experimental observation, all BP2000 samples
were completely gone after 1 hour of steam etching at 1000°C. The weight loss of carbon
blacks after steam etching is a direct indication of carbon black corrosion: the higher the
weight loss, the greater the corrosion. The difference in the weight loss of XC72 and
BP2000 suggests that these two carbon blacks may have different corrosion processes,
which could be associated with their chemical and morphologic structure (i.e. degree of
graphitization, particle size, surface area, and pore structure, etc.). The major difference
between XC72 and BP2000 is their surface area, 254 m2/g vs. 1500 m2/g (XC72 vs.
BP2000). Since the steam etching is a surface reaction, it can be hypothesized that the
higher weight loss of BP2000 samples in comparison with the XC72 samples under the
same etching conditions is attributed to the higher surface area of BP2000.
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Table 8.2. Weight loss and crystal properties of the samples.
Sample

Temperature Time (h) Weight
loss (%)
( )

XC-72

a

Average
particle
size
(nm)

b

48.50

6.45

5.39

β002

c

β10

XC800-1

800

1

15.52

49.21

4.21

3.65

XC800-3

800

3

28.43

49.43

5.01

2.86

XC1000-1

1000

1

28.9

49.59

5.41

4.97

XC1000-3

1000

3

67.12

48.71

9.76

6.77

32.20

9.01

4.42
5.74

BP2000
BP800-1

800

1

32.54

19.75

11.36

BP800-3

800

3

54.82

18.38

15.23

BP1000-1

1000

1

100

a: Average particle size of five carbon black particles in TEM micrograph.
b, c: The full width at half maximum of the diffraction peak.

8.6 Initial Results “Enhance Gas Adsorption by Applying High Electric Field”

8.6.1 Gas Adsorption by a Home-made System
Nitrogen adsorption on BP-2000 under high electric field: We have firstly
focused on the nitrogen uptake experiment on BP-2000 under the strong electric field by
a home-made system as it can be seen in Figure 8.7. Before measurement, the 1.0023g
BP-2000 was outgassed under vacuum and 573K for 12 hour. The results have been
shown in Figure 8.15. It can be seen from the Figure 8.14 that at 125 bar, the nitrogen
adsorption reach equilibrium, yet 50 min hour later, the electric field has been applied to
the sample holder. The strong magnetic/electric field has enhanced the Nitrogen
adsorption at room temperature, which increases about 0.7wt%.
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Figure 8.15
5. Nitrogen adsorption
a
reesults at rooom temperatuure under thee electric fieeld.
Hydrogen storag
ge experimeent on BP-22000 underr high electtric field: Inn this
seection, we have
h
focused on the Hydrogen upttake experim
ment on BP
P-2000 undeer the
sttrong electriic field by home-made
h
system. Beffore measureement, the 00.9945g BP--2000
was
w outgassed
d under vacu
uum and 573
3K for 12 hoour.

Eleectric field appplied

Figure 8.16.
8
Hydrog
gen adsorptio
on on BP-20000 under thhe electric fieeld at 298K.
The resu
ults have beeen shown in Figure 8.15.. As it can bbe seen from
m the figure thhat at
126 bar, the hydrogen ad
dsorption reeach equilibrrium, yet 5 hour later, tthe electric field,
pplied to thee sample hollder and thee pressure deecreased shaarply,
10E+6 V/m, has been ap
which
w
means that the stro
ong electric field has ennhanced the hhydrogen addsorption at room
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teemperature. By using th
he equation
n PVT= C ffor idea gass, we can cconclude thaat the
in
ntroduction of
o electric fiield could in
ncrease abouut 1.2 wt% aat room tempperature (1000 mg
BP-2000
B
could absorb 1.2mg Hydrog
gen). And thhe results haave been shoown in the F
Figure
8.16, which showed
s
that enhancing hydrogen
h
stoorage by applying electriic field is feaasible.
a evaluateed hydrogen storage propperties on m
mesoporous nnickel
Sun et al . once reported and
ox
xide and magnesium
m
oxide
o
by ap
pplying exteernal electriic field[165]. When Ptt was
in
ntroduced in
nto the meetal oxides, the capaccity of hyddrogen adsoorption increeased
reemarkably. Furthermore
F
, the measurrements of hhydrogen adssorption werre also carrieed out
on
n metal oxid
des by using piezoelectriic materials P
PMN-PT to generate thee external eleectric
fiield. It was observed
o
thaat the externaal electric fieeld can increease hydrogeen uptake byy 37.5%
fo
or nickel oxiide and 25%
% for magnesium oxide inn a pressure range from 0 to 60 bar.

Figure 8.17. Hydrog
gen adsorptio
on vs time affter the introoduction of eelectric field..

8.6.2 Gas Adsorption by General Motors (GM
M)
The hy
ydrogen storrage measu
urement wass carried ouut using PC
CTPro-2000 (HyEngery
E
Scien
ntific instrum
ment Co.), which
w
is conttrolled by ussing Lab-vieew software. The
in
nstrument is a fully auto
omated Sieveerts instrumeent for meassuring gas soorption properties
of materials. It is the peerfect instrum
ment for evvaluating sm
mall experim
mental samplles or
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teesting largee gas sorpttion beds. It is partiicularly suitted for hyydrogen sorrption
measurement
m
ts to aid in the
t developm
ment of hydrrogen storagge. Before eevery experim
ment,
we
w should firstly calibratee the total efffective voluume of the saample holderr. And it hass been
caarried in two steps: (1) Calibrating
g at room tem
mperature w
with electrical field has been
ap
pplied,(2)Th
hen calibratin
ng at liquid
d nitrogen teemperature w
with electriccal field has been
ap
pplied(Suppose: Some insulating materials suchh as Teflon aand Polyethyylene may hhave a
sllight volum
me change in
n the 77K). So, we n eed cryogennic set up in the hydrrogen
ad
dsorption sy
ystem. Explaain calibratio
on proceduree: what sorbeent used, whhat gas used,, how
to
o increase prressure, pressure range, etc.
e How doo we know thhere is leak?? Or no leak??

Figu
ure 8.18. Basseline for thee sample meeasurement aat room tempperature.
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Figure 8.1
19. Baseline for the samp
ple measurem
ment at liquuid Nitrogen Temperaturre.
The baaseline for the
t sample measuremen
m
nt at both rroom temperrature and lliquid
nitrogen temp
perature are shown in Figure 8.17 aand Figure 88.18. It can bbe seen that there
iss no leak for the sample holder (Figu
ure 8.4 and F
Figure 8.5) since the equuilibrium preessure
iss pretty stead
dy. And it alsso shows thaat the electri c field does not affect thhe pressure eeither.
The
T results are just as what
w
we expeected. And ffuture calibrration will bbe done for eevery
saample beforee hydrogen capacity
c
meaasurement.
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Figure 8.20. Hydrogen
H
ad
dsorption meeasurement rresults on AX
X-21.

Fiigure 8.21. Hydrogen
H
adsorption meaasurement reesults on BP
P2000.
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Figuree 8.22. Hydro
ogen adsorp
ption measurrement resultts on Nitro-C
Cu-MOFs.
Hydrogen adsorp
ption measu
urements w ere carried on AX-21(0.9876g), BP2000(1.0234g
g and Nitro-C
Cu-MOFs(0.6238g) at 777K. Before measuremennt, the absorrbents
were
w
outgassing for overrnight. Yet the
t results sshow that thhe uptake off hydrogen hhasn’t
been increaseed after the electric
e
field
d (10E7 V/m
m) has been applied. Thhat might beccause
th
he electric field is not hig
gh enough fo
or polarizingg the hydroggen storage.

8.7 Concluusion
SuperWe haave synthessized differrent absorbeents such as Nitro-Cuu-MOFs, S
Multilayer-W
M
Walled Carbo
on Nanotubees, steam ettched carbonn blacks andd Nanographites.
We
W already demonstrate
d
through modeling workk that enhanccing hydroggen adsorptioon by
using electricc field is feaasible. The hydrogen
h
abbsorption waas enhanced on absorbennts at
oom temperaature when applied
a
electric field is beyond 10E
E9 V/m.From
m the prelim
minary
ro
reesults, it seem
ms hydrogen
n absorbed on
o the electrric field occuurs in our laab experimennt but
itt didn’t occu
ur in GM’s lab.
l
To make clear judggment on whhether this teechnology w
works,
more
m
experim
ment is needeed.
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9. FUTURE WORK

Future work suggestion on the Li ion battery project: The mechanism of the Li ion
battery (including LiFePO4-based LIBs and V2O5-based LIBs) failure under normal
operating conditions is still under intensive debating. So we still need to perform in situ
high-energy x-ray diffraction and in situ X-ray Adsorption spectroscopy measurements
during the cycling of Li ion cells under different conditions to monitor the structural
changes of electrodes and SEI and elucidate the failure mechanism based on the results.
The results will be used to develop an early detection and protection system to prevent
the occurrence of the Li ion battery failure (LiFePO4-based batteries). For V2O5-based
LIBs, the investigation of the V2O5 as well as V2O5/graphene LIBs failure mechanism
could help us get the fundamental understanding of what are the causes of the failure,
how the failure is evolving and how V2O5/graphene hybrid could be developed in the
future. It is well acknowledged that any failure is rooted in the materials structural change
of Li ion battery. Our hypotheses are: (1) Li+ ion may deposit as Li metal on anode
(cathode) as anodes overcharged. The metallic Li may react with electrolyte or form
dendrites to cause the internal short-circuit. (2) Li+ ion diffusion within the solid
electrode may be hindered by the micro-structural change, (collapse of lattice due to
mechanical expansion/contraction). The structure deterioration may cause the slowly
increase of diffusion resistance which is slowly evolving into a diffusion barrier causing
the increase of internal impedance. (3) Solid electrolyte interface (SEI) may deteriorate
during cycling. We take a comprehensive and systematic approach to study the failure
mechanism of Li ion battery.
Future work suggestion on the all vanadium redox flow battery (VRB) project:
Vanadium redox flow battery (VRB) is one of the most suitable energy storage systems
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for large-scale intermittently renewable energy. But there remain some obstacles that
have hindered its commercial development such as low energy density result from the
limited solubility of vanadium salts in sulfuric acid, high cost, and the undesirable
deposition of vanadium complex in positive electrode and membrane during the charge
process. In addition, the unknown deposition of vanadium complex causes a significantly
capacity decay, and then decreases the cycle life. As a result, the mechanism of the
solubility of vanadium salt and the formation of the deposition of vanadium complex is
critical important for the VRB performance development. XAS with its in situ capability,
element specificity, and ability to monitor changes in the electronic and atomic structures,
is uniquely suited for investigating electrochemical systems. The high flux and high
energy x-rays of the APS can provide a fast scan which can be used as in situ
measurement of the change of the oxidation state and local structure change of positive
electrolyte and negative electrolyte during the cell cycling. Consequently, this fast scan
coupled with cycling the single VRB cell can provide non-intrusive and real time
characterization of both positive and negative electrolyte under real operating conditions.
Such information of property-structure-performance under real operating condition is
critical for understanding the electrolyte property and the root causes of cycle life failure
for VRB systems.
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